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Introduction
Thank you for picking up the Wall. Inside, we hope you find
a well-written collection of fiction, essays, and poems to interest you.
We try to select the best writing out of our many submissions each
year for your enjoyment. This marks the sixth year that the Wall has
been in existence, and I hope that you find this year's edition up to our
usual standards.
The Wall is intended to be a forum for Saddleback students'
self-expression. It is our wish that in reading it you will find inspiration
and challenges, stimulation and gratification, and more. The Wall is the
work of many talented, creative writers, representing a diverse range
of styles and expression.
Of course, a lot of hard work went into the Wall. It was my
privilege to serve as editor over a fantastic staff. I would like to thank
all of the staff, who put in endless hours making this magazine what it
is, and who were ever-ready to help out with anything. You guys are
great. I would also like to acknowledge the hard work of our advisor,
Suki Fisher, who continuously kept us busy and organized. Finally, I
would like to thank Amy Ahearn, who was responsible for starting the
Wall, and all of the students who submitted and thus made the Wall
possible.
We hope you enjoy reading this year's Walll
Kati Sweet
Editor-in-Chief
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In the world of education, the literary magazine serves as a
vehicle to showcase student talent. Wall, which is in its sixth edition,
has become an integral part of the student body.
A lot goes into the making of a magazine, including all the
approved compositions, whether written or visual, and the meeting of
deadlines. In order for the staff to accomplish our tasks and meet our
objectives, the journal's adroit contributors had to supply their best,
and do so in a timely manner. The staff had to critique and edit many
pieces.
Along with the staff of the magazine and its gifted contributors,
we wish to acknowledge the following people who made this journal
possible.
Our thanks go out to the Board of Trustees: President David
Lang, Vice-President Nancy M. Padberg, Thomas A. Fuentes, William
O. Jay, Marcia Milchiker, Donald P. Wagner, and John S. Williams.
Also, we would like to thank the Student Trustee Paul Ho, Chancellor
Dr. Raghu P. Mathur, and of course, the outstanding President of this
college, Richard D. McCullough, Ph.D.
We also would like to thank the Dean of Liberal Arts, Kevin
O'Connor, the English Department Chair, Brenda Bruno, and the
Associated Student Government. We appreciate the enthusiastic
response from the students of the Department of Art and Photography
whose contributions turned out splendidly. This leads to special
thanks to Ted Martin, advisor of the Journalism Department, and John
Hesketh of Photomation for their aid.
And finally, our gratitude goes to Tableau Publishing of
Dana Point, which continues to provide the journal with invaluable
help and support. You are invited to visit their website at www.
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Andrew Levy
Personal Essay Editor

Tfe Waffis a community space for creative expression.
Qt is a printed canvas, a surface to be scrawied upon, a
vast white page that invites our words and images.
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www.tableaupublishing.com.

Poetry

Shenyang Come Winter
The ground once beautifully white, has turned dingy
Blemished overnight by the choking coal dust
The foggy air grasps my ankles as I walk
And my lungs ache from the biting cold
Shuddering in and out with every breath
The barren branches of once blossoming cherry trees
Sag with the weight of the translucent, gray daggers fastened there
And my feet are stiff and cold in the heavy winter boots
That crack the layers of slick, gray ice
And this bleak winter goes on.

—Paige Prouty
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Personal Essay

Life Not Deaf
—Colleen P. Ventolini
'To live is like to love—all reason is against it, and all healthy instinct
for it." Samuel Butler
I was seventeen and life was changing. It was the summer
before my senior year of high school, which I was determined to get
over within one semester. I felt as if I would die if I were asked to
go much longer in that monotonous environment. I was never what
they called "artistic," and I found surfing was a way for me to express
myself. I had started surfing as a freshman but had really gotten a bug
for it over the previous year. Surfing had taken me on a few basic road
trips that included California, Florida, and Mexico. While these trips
were exciting to me, they were nothing too adventurous. I had yet to
experience anything that I would classify as "life changing," but then
the offer came.
A friend's mother who worked for an airline gave buddy passes
to a few friends and me. It was decided that Trinidad would be the
destination. Why not? It had palm trees and beaches, right? Mark,
Ryan, and Wes were my travel mates. During our three weeks stay,
we experienced such a different way of life that was so distant from
anything in our hometown. Everything was different. The place where
we resided during our stay was a coconut plantation. The family made
a living by using resources from the land. The father and oldest son
would harvest coconuts to be sent off to the capital, Port of Spain,
where they were most likely shipped off to the United States. The two
youngest children would collect palm leaves and lay them out to dry,
which the mother would then weave into handbags. Their family was
so joyful and would often times sing and play music together while
sitting on the porch after dinner. I couldn't remember the last time I
ate dinner at an actual table at the same time as any one of my family
members.
The basic amenities that many take for granted were not
available—things like hot water, fast food, and electricity—much less
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television or a phone. We had to improvise. We bathed with water
from a well; after, we would use the same water to wash our clothes
in. We would scrub them in a bucket with whatever crude soap could
be found and then would hang them out on a clothesline to dry. The
finished product was a stiff garment comparable to a paper doll's
clothes. It didn't really matter because appearance and vanity were
not important there. This was evident by the absence of a simple thing
such as a mirror. What at first, seemed like such an inconvenience
became something I embraced by the end of our stay. I found it
liberating not to see my own reflection for three weeks. Even if I had
a mirror to see myself, it wouldn't have mattered because I didn't have
the means or energy to change the way I looked.
Instead, our energy was focused on surfing and finding food.
It was quite fulfilling to live by the basics. There was a store a few
miles down the road, but catching this store open was like rolling
dice: you never knew what you were going to get. The store had
an hour sign that read, "anytime-any day." This meant that if they
were around, they might be open. (Many business owners' homes
were on the same premises as their businesses.) This was a great
example of the old adage "island time." This way of doing business
was so unprecedented to us. Really, everything there was so foreign
and unpredictable, but I found that I didn't miss the comfortable life
that was so easy back home. Despite not having all the comforts and
amenities, I learned that life resumed just at a different pace.
When we first arrived, we questioned Curleen, the mother
of the family, on her way of life. She had no electricity despite
the possibility to obtain a primitive power connection. I couldn't
understand how someone could live without electricity, much less not
want it. When asked why she didn't opt for the connection, she stated
firmly that electricity made people deaf. Not deaf in the sense that
one's hearing was lost, but deaf to the world around us. I didn't quite
grasp the truth of that statement until I returned home and watched
the video we had made of our trip. Curleen's oldest son, Malcolm, our
acquired friend, was in every scene wearing a pair of our head phones,
thus proving her theory.
The instance that struck me the most was late one evening when
we made our way out to a local beach, named Grand Riviere. A local
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had given us a tip that we could find sea turtles laying their eggs there.
As we all fumbled down to the beach with flashlights in hands, I came
across quite a few friendly hatched turtles. They were about two or
three inches in length and very determined, heading straight for the
crashing surf. Then we saw a female turtle that was about four feet
in length and working away. She was shooting sand out at a steady
rate, like a child digging a hole on his first visit to the beach. We sat
in awe, marveling over this ancient creature struggling to carry on
the existence of her species. The experience was so unique, and yet
Malcolm was in the background still just humming obliviously to
some tired old CD of ours, deaf to the world.
I found when I got back I had these ideas of grandeur for
life—that there was so much to see and do, and there was no time to
be wasted. I remember a conversation that brought me back to the
reality of who I had been. I was standing in line to give blood at the
Red Cross truck at school. A girl, who was an acquaintance from class,
was standing next to me in line, and we were chatting it up. As we
were getting close to the end of our time in school, our conversation
led to what plans or hopes we had for our lives. I rambled about
traveling, surfing, and hoping to make California my home base. She
apathetically informed me that she was thinking she would probably
get married to someone from town and teach school or something like
that. The passion that was lacking in her voice depressed me. The more
I talked to people about my trip, the more I found out how few people
had traveled outside Texas or even the Houston area, for that matter.
Amazingly to me, they didn't really care if they ever did. Had I been
that person? Maybe I hadn't been, but now there was no way to go
back to being content with that lifestyle.
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Personal Essay

A Lesson in Pain and Gratitude
— Laura M. Small
All I remember now are bits and pieces. I felt the cactus
spines tearing my arms and legs. I heard the unnaturally loud sound
of snapping twigs and the smooth "shhhh" of my body being dragged
through the fine, soft dirt. The mountain lion had me by the head. I
called for my mom, but all that came out was a moan. The chaparral
rushed past in a blur. Behind us now, the shady stream still lapped
calmly against the muddy banks. The birds still flew overhead from
the tall sycamore to perch on the twisting branches of the oak tree.
The minnows and tadpoles flashed unknowingly in the quiet pools
downstream. All of nature looked on dispassionately. In the distance, I
could hear my mother scream.
I was afraid, but not as afraid as I should have been. If I had
known how deeply the lion's teeth had sunk into my brain, or how
part of my face was torn from the muscle and hung limply like a flap,
I would have been more afraid. If I had known it was a mountain lion,
if I had seen what my parents had seen when they found me, I would
have been afraid of death. But as it was, I only reached up to the lion's
face and pushed, trying to make it let go. And I thank God that I was
only five years old, young enough to never think of death, and young
enough to relearn all that I had lost, quickly and without complaints.
And young enough so this placid place became the backdrop where
the most defining event of my life occurred, and not the scenery of a
nightmare.
It was a warm day in March, Easter Sunday. We had just come
back from church. There was still a palm leaf braided into a cross,
scorching in the backseat of the car. We parked in the dusty lot, and
my mom and I walked down to the stream; my dad and brother headed
up a little further to hike. The sandy trail lead to a cool stream, where
sunlight filtered through the overhanging boughs of gnarled oaks. The
water disappeared into darkness around a shady bend, where bright
grass and cattails grew in thick mats. I left my sandals on the bank
where the dirt was still shaped into miniscule dunes from when the
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little stream had flooded a few weeks before. But there hadn't been
rain for weeks, and the landscape had reverted back to its normal state:
that weird mix of dead brush and blooming cactus that is strangely
beautiful.
We had brought an old plastic McDonalds cup to catch tadpoles
in. We were going to take them home and watch them turn into frogs,
and then bring them back and set them free. My mom was always
trying to teach us something about science and biology; we were
constantly catching sand crabs and watching them grow, or looking
through the microscope at a slide of swampy water from a rain puddle.
Tadpoles were our newest thing. There were hundreds here, little
black things with hardly any tails. I waded downstream into a sunny
patch where the water glinted so brightly it hurt my eyes. I pushed
the McDonalds cup into the water and watched it fill with bits of sand
and tadpoles. I heard a rustle in the bushes behind me and turned just
in time to see a huge tan creature gliding effortlessly through the air
straight towards me. In an instant, it had me, and we disappeared into
the dying Manzanita and black sage.
I drifted in and out of consciousness. I have no memory of the
brave stranger who heard my mother's screams, found me in the lion's
mouth, scared it away and saved my life. But I remember my body
was being dragged through the brush. My butterfly shirt was red with
blood. My parents cradled me in their arms; and then I was bouncing
up and down, wrapped in my dad's red flannel shirt as they took turns
carrying me, running down the dusty trail and screaming for help. I
remember the blue of the sky and the flashing lights of an ambulance
or the emergency helicopter. And then I remember nothing, until I
woke up in my hospital bed, unable to speak or to walk.
Many years later, my dad and I started hiking again. We went
all over Orange County, but we never went back to the place where I
had nearly died. For my parents, that day left a mark on them forever,
a mark of nightmares and a sudden rush of fear at the sound of rustling
in the bushes, but for me, the real pain of the event was not felt until
later. Not until I went back to school with my face crisscrossed with
scars, wearing a bike helmet to protect the part of my head where a
piece of skull was missing. My hair was recently shaved from surgery,
barely enough to cover the bald spots where the surgeons had patched
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the missing skin with a skin graft from my leg. It was only when I
discovered the depths of cruelty that a first grader can sink to that I
really felt the effects of that day. It was only when I discovered that
being a social animal is a curse and nothing more that I began to
understand how my life had changed. It was only then that I started to
grow.
People ask me now if I have nightmares. That day is now just
a memory that is part of my past like any other. It almost feels like it
happened to someone else. I have been to a hundred places that look
almost identical. When I am standing amongst the mustard plants and
wildflowers, I try to focus on the memories to see what it is I feel. But
all I end up thinking about is how peaceful it is, not about the pain and
the blood. However, if I think about that first day back at school, or
how the boys in my fourth grade class would put their fingers in their
mouths in the universal sign for vomiting every time they passed me
in the hallway, that's when I really feel something. Am I bitter? Yes.
Do I wish that I could go back and change it? No. I don't believe that
my suffering was pointless because I know now what it feels like to
be the hopeless one. I understand the outcasts, the lonely, the people
desperate for acceptance. It makes me value compassion and caring
more than I ever would have before, and has given me an almost
spiritual regard for the inherent worthiness of life, no matter how many
other people may disregard it. In a word, I think it just made me a
kinder, more compassionate person. I would never go back and change
that. Now, when I'm surrounded by the tall Yucca and fragrant sage, I
just feel strangely grateful.
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Poetry

The A Word
It breaks my heart when I see a cute kid
A talkative, inquisitive, "norma/" little girl
But my baby's cuter; she's the light of my life
The thing I love most in my heart, in the world
I think of the symptoms and the signs and the warnings
I've read articles and books on the so-called disease
I've tried to find another explanation for this
But the more the mind knows, the more the eye sees
I can accuse the doctors, the food, the air
Although I couldn't stop it, it's myself I blame
I should have noticed sooner, asked others questions
Found out that not everybody's the same
I've loved her since before she was born
I saw her first steps, I watched her turn two
But she still didn't speak, wave bye-bye or point
And then the doctors confirmed, our suspicions were true
She bites, hits or scratches when she can't have her way
Bangs her head on the wall, throws herself to the floor
Screams high-pitched or just babbles, but still has no words
All four year olds throw tantrums, but we go through so much more
More therapy meetings at school, more spills and more mess
More special toys for the senses, more socks, hats and gloves
More contemptuous glares from people who don't understand
Every time that I see her, I fall more in love
I'd give anything for her to talk to me
To be more like "normal" kids, oh, how I hate that word
But she's perfect just as she is, no substitution would do
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To abandon her or wish she weren't there... just the concept's absurd
Some days are better than others, I could forget the word, Autism
The worst days, I'll admit, have reduced me to tears
But unconditional love always beats out self-pity or spite
And the touch of her hand fights away any fears
—Erin Schuhrke
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Personal Essay

A Love Story That Inspired Another
—Gloria Brown
It was early when he rolled across the tile floor of the Rotary
Club meeting room. I was alone at the table, arranging our club
nametags when I first saw him. Severely crippled, but meticulously
dressed, the young man clung awkwardly to his motorized cart as
he steered it toward me. I looked down into a pair of intelligent, but
hesitant gray eyes. I reached past his hesitancy and took his hand,
saying, "Good morning. I'm Gloria Brown. Welcome to Rotary. What
brings you to this den of rascals?"
He grinned and said, "I might ask the same of you. I am one of
those rascals."
I laughed, "But you sound just like some of our lawyer
members."
"How perceptive of you," he said. "It just so happens that I am
one."
"Then you'll fit right in."
In the weeks that followed, young Scott became a regular
fixture of our club. He would often pull up to where I was dispensing
raffle tickets or join my table at lunch to chat. I learned about his
fondness of classical music, his activities at church and his law
practice. We would exchange lawyer jokes and Rotary gossip. I came
to admire his unfailing good humor and quiet courage. Like most
people, I was careful to ignore his physical handicap but quietly
made sure that he unobtrusively received whatever help he needed in
securing his lunch from the buffet table.
One day, Scott rolled in early to the table where I stood laying
out the name badges. Something about him was different. Dejection
had settled over his usually pleasant face. His head hung low, and he
looked so stricken that I stopped what I was doing and asked, "Scott,
what on earth is wrong?"
There was such pain in his eyes as he said, "My girlfriend
dumped me."
"Ouch," I responded, "that always hurts." In an attempt to
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lighten his mood, I said casually, "Don't worry, Scott. Girls are like
buses. There is usually a new one coming along every thirty minutes."
"Maybe for people like you," he said bitterly. "But not for
me. The last time a gal even looked at me was five years ago, and she
dumped me, too."
Confronted with a truth I could not dispute, I struggled to find a
way to comfort him. Suddenly the details of a story I once read flashed
through my mind. "You know, I remember a true love story that you
ought to hear. It happened many years ago in Vienna."
Scott looked at me strangely, but I rushed on. "There was
a young man who was the only son of a prominent, wealthy and
highly religious family. Unfortunately, this bright, kind young man
was severely handicapped. He had a large hump on his back and an
ungainly limp. Because his family was active in their church and
community, they hosted many social and prayer meetings, which the
young man was forced to attend.
Among the family's frequent visitors was a couple with a
daughter about this young man's age. She was very beautiful. The
young man would often sit across the dinner table from her or join her
and others in the weekly prayer meetings held in his home. At these
gatherings, she would barely speak to him or even raise her eyes to
look at him. In fact, she would often turn her head away. He would
watch her from afar and listen to her conversations, seeing her kind
way with children. In spite of himself, he fell madly in love with her.
As time went on, his desire to tell her of his feelings grew so
strong he could barely contain himself. But he was afraid and could
not think of a way to convey his feelings. Some time passed, and one
evening following a prayer meeting, he found himself alone with her
in the family library. Finally, with his heart pounding, he limped up
to her and said, 'You know, Aida, before I was born, God spoke to me
and told me he would make me a handsome man who stood straight
and tall. He said I would be blessed with wealth, but that I would have
a great misfortune. I would fall in love with a woman who would
be badly misshapen and crippled. I was horrified and I pleaded with
God. Please Lord, I begged. Do not place this terrible burden on the
woman I will love. Instead, place it on me. When I look at you, I know
now that He has answered my prayer.'
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The startled young woman looked straight into his eyes for the
first time and saw his love for her shining there. She shyly reached
for his hand. They were married for fifty years, and their love inspired
their grandson to compose the great music we still hear today. Their
grandson's name was Mendelssohn."
Scott looked up at me, his face still stricken. Hurriedly, he said,
"I need to go now. I'll see you later."
As he rolled himself out the door, I was horrified. "Damn," I
swore to myself. "I've upset him."
I did not see Scott again. He stopped coming to our meetings.
Although I was told he had moved up north, I secretly blamed myself
for turning him away.
Two years later, our club secretary gave me an envelope
addressed to me. The postmark was from Seattle. I couldn't think
of who might have sent me anything from Seattle. Inside, I found a
wedding announcement. The name was not familiar, but as I turned it
over, a small church program fell out. I picked it up, and underlined in
red was "The Wedding March by Mendelssohn." Beside it, a hastily
scribbled note read:
Dear Gloria,
You were right! Thank you.
Love, Scott
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Fiction

Clear Waters
— Paul Zimmerle
I have one great weakness to admit: I am an explorer with a
curiosity that is entirely insatiable. When the harsh, golden-red light
of dawn first began to stain the distant horizon, I set out from my
tiny house on the cliff with a heavy, dark green rucksack slung on my
back, drawn by the powerful, wonderful scent of salt and water. It
was not an uncommon sight to see my solitary figure trekking down
to the shimmering edge of the sea at the first strokes of daybreak, as
many who had witnessed my frequent morning trips would admit. The
sea was fronted by the hot white sands upon which the frothy waves
roared up like some great beast and crashed upon its surface, the swells
defeated by their own inability to perpetuate themselves in the end. As
I came, I took no notice of the other people scattered along the beach;
I would neither have a part in their assorted duties and entertainments,
nor would their varied activities effect me in any manner.
Rather than halting there on the beach, I continued down
the sands to where brown, craggy stone of staggering dimensions
sheltered the endlessly convoluted paths within, like some sort of
labyrinth—constructed by nature for the sole purpose of confusing the
strange upright beings who have come to live on her remote tropical
paradise. Through these twisting corridors of shadowed, mossy rock
I journeyed, running my fingers across cool, rough stone and soft
moss as I went. I stepped over a bed of dead, dry leaves and crushed
them under my feet, sending up sharp, woody odors. In short order,
as I traveled the elaborate coils of the maze familiar to me from long
experience, I came to what I had believed at first to be my ultimate
destination that morning. A small cove, smooth as if the bowl it stood
in had been undisturbed by tremor for an eon and as clear as if the
surface of the water had been peeled off to leave the contents behind
perfectly visible, lay at the terminus of one of the many paths. The
inlet, open to the sun, was a riot of glittering yellows and blues and
reds and greens and every shade in-between, swarming with brightly
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hued fish and striking coral formations.
I set my backpack on the ground beside me and quickly
changed into the simple, worn, blue swimming outfit I had worn
on so many other occasions. Carefully, weary of splitting open my
oh-so-precious head upon anything hard and watching for anything
dangerous, I then slipped into the pool and, despite myself, I tensed at
the shock of the cold. Steeling my resolve, I pushed off with my feet
and gently glided across the bright bay, pausing to slip down into the
water to peer at this fish or that formation of coral and to admire the
plant and animal life that persisted so profusely under the water. It is
along this particular trip into the many inlets and coves of the island
that I uncovered the single greatest discovery I have ever found, or
possibly ever will find again.
I had, when I was examining a purple and pink anemone
from a comfortingly safe distance, noticed a peculiar aperture just
under the small reef of coral—just visible as the water's depth began
to cloud the rays of the noonday sun. The cave opening would have
been invisible due to assorted circumstances at any other time of day;
considering the placement of the adjoining rocks and the reef, at any
other time it would have been shadowed and indistinguishable from
the surrounding mud. In what was a decision that would most likely
give another experienced diver an apoplectic fit on account of the
extraordinary danger involved, I took a deep breath and dove. I pulled
myself down to the cave and looked around, expecting consciously
to find nothing, yet somehow on some level, I wasn't surprised to see
what I was sure was a glimmer of light far, far away through a long
tunnel, to which this cave was an entrance. Without pausing—so as
not to waste my precious air, nor to permit considerations and reason
to interfere with my sudden, deadly recklessness — , I plunged ahead,
powerful arms and legs thrusting and twisting and scrabbling along
rock, losing slight bits of skin here and there as I scrapped against
unseen and unexpected jags. By the time second thoughts had crept
into my almost-fevered mind, I had gone too far to turn back, both in a
sort of prideful philosophical sense and a literal sense of survival; I did
not have enough air to return.
Straining, my lungs felt as if they were going to erupt and take
me with them as they filled with the toxins of my own respiration. My
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muscles screamed at me from the wild, frenetic, desperate exertion,
and as blotches filled my eyes and thought began to leave me, I felt
myself thrusting up into brilliant light, ice-cold liquid sheeting off
me. I flopped onto dusty stone and gulped, uncaring of whether it was
water or air that I inhaled—so long as I could simply breathe —and
was ecstatic to find that it was the latter, relief filling my body with
each frantic swallow. As I lay there, noisily recovering from my
exertion, my vision began to lose the blur it had acquired. I could
see clearly for the first time since entering the grotto, an event that
seemed like it had happened to me in another time, on another world,
far, far way from the one I inhabited now. Idly, I watched the play of
lights flitting above my head, like strange fireflies dancing here and
there across my vision, and it did not register to me for some time.
As I watched, three of the beautiful sparks collided, turning slowly
on the spot until the pieces had lost their cohesion and dispersed
back in the mass, like watching some cosmic ballet in which the stars
themselves partnered and detached from each other without apparent
reason, purpose, or pause. Even my ears were touched, the strange
motion filling them with a melody I had never before heard in nature—
something soft and harmonious, never pausing—only clear, unbroken,
varying tones of incredible clarity.
Bewildered, I stood, with not a thought paid to the heavy
soreness in my limbs. I was awestruck, staring up and up at this
wondrous cave where hung glittering shells of crystals of the deepest
azure strangely veined in gold—their depths reflecting and refracting
the light from a source unknown and causing the walls to dance
and glow with the radiant specks of light that had so mystified me.
Turning, I could see beyond the sea of earthbound stars, to a strange
twilit ocean fed from the stones above by crevices and cracks, the
innumerable cascades of water harmonizing to fill the air with the
music I heard. I do not know what scent filled my nostrils as I inhaled
deeply-some strange mixture of cinnamon and saffron and rose and
sea all at once — , but my mind was clearer than it had ever been,
untainted by intoxication. I longed to explore, to take those few
tentative steps forward and burst into motion, to sprint across the stone
with my wet feet padding across powdery rock down to the pale stones
at the base of the rise. It was the most exhilarating experience of my
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my life; no thrill I have ever felt or heard of prior to then could ever
come near to reproducing it.
When I had returned, befuddled from my adventure and nearly
perishing of drowning on the way, I stumbled back to the beach I had
left earlier that morning. The next memory I had after that incident
was of being released from the hospital last week, a few hours after
my little adventure. Rather than inform anyone, I simply prepared for
a return trip to prove to myself whether what I had seen was reality
or fiction conjured by an overstressed mind. This morning, with my
rucksack packed and slung over my shoulder and not a worry for
danger in my mind, I trooped down to and across the beach with the
brilliantly white sand, whistling cheerfully as I set off once more.
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Personal Essay

Pure Heavenly
—Leita Covington
Don't you just love that feeling when you do that one thing
you have been thinking about for a long time? Maybe those childhood
memories have a lot more grandeur than we feel as adults, but this
memory I will never forget. I have a photograph that is always with
me. It's a snap shot of me gazing down a ski run. I will never forget
skiing on the white veiled-mountains at Heavenly in Lake Tahoe. I
was on a ski team, D-Team was its name, and we would meet every
weekend from November to March; our days lasted from early
morning till 3:30 pm when we could barely ski down our last run.
"Beep, Beep, Beep," my alarm clock would sound, glowing
7:30 in the dark. Swiftly rising out of my bed, I'd shut it off with
a quick slam and jump back in. Then my mom would come in ten
minutes later singing, "Rise and shine, sleepy head! It's a beautiful
day, Leita, and you have to get ready!" "Yeah, yeah, Mom," I'd mutter
still sleepy and rise up to face the cool air, adjusting my eyes to the
bright lights my mom had turned on. I'd walk down the icy cold
hallway and turn the handle on the shower all the way to hot. After
showering, I'd walk down the stairs in my sapphire robe and then step
onto the cold kitchen floor, which would wake me up more than ever
and get me moving. In the living room, my clothes were all laid out
from the night before. I had my favorite cherry red jacket with a white
fur lined hood, snow-white gloves, black pants and baby blue long
johns with a colorful turtleneck. I also had to wear a sparkly black
helmet because my mom was afraid I'd run into a tree. "You go too
fast, Leita, and this will protect you," she told me reassuringly while
buying it at the counter. I agreed after a couple of days, plus I liked
how it shimmered in the sun.
I remember the first day of skiing, putting on my new outfit
with my heart racing with nervousness and excitement, not knowing
what to expect. My dad told me, "It's just like ice skating. You'll do
fine." "Just like ice-skating," I whispered to myself and then went
into the frost-covered car. Once I stepped out of the car, walked to
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the slopes, and put on my skis, I knew right then that this was a new
love. I soared across the snow right up to the front of the lines of
skiers and met up with my new instructor. She was incredible, and I
soon found out that every time I did well, I would get this green frog
gummy with a white belly as my reward. I would suck on it until the
white disappeared from its stomach and then chew on it while I skied
through the snow.
Ever since that first day, every winter season, I would look
forward to going to the slopes of white to embrace the winter air
and glide over the soft white crystals. Eventually, I entered into race
events. The greatest training, however, was to conquer the hardest run
on the mountain: the double black diamond, Mott Canyon.
During practice, our teacher would tell us to take off one ski
and go down runs on a single stick beneath us with our other boot free.
We also practiced on really small skis that were called "Big Feet".
They were so light it felt like I was wearing only boots, and they
were literally only a foot long. We would also have tests on turning
and speed. Some days, the winter air would be so piercingly cold that
it would sting my throat and burn my skin. I would grab my neck
warmer, which would be laced with ice, and pull it high, hoping that
any of the falling icy stars couldn't nip me in spots uncovered.
Finally, that day came when I was face to face with the
infamous Mott Canyon. Once again, I found my heart racing just as
it did the first day of skiing. I slipped my boots into my bindings. We
skied up to the gate, and I peered down the run, which was freckled
with rocks and trees partially covered by snow. A flash went off. I
turned around to see my instructor take a photo: a photo that is still
to this day framed on my wall next to my mirror. There was a sign
just before I went down the run, saying, "Warning, be cautious, at
your own risk." The fresh white snow looked so peaceful and pure; I
braced myself, took a deep breath, and pushed off past the gate down
the run. I transversed back and forth, my legs burning at every sharp
turn, my heart racing as I flew down on my skis. I was on cloud nine. I
sashayed into the end of the run, gazed up in astonishment, and fell to
the ground, smiling to myself with the snow sparkling back at me. In
a soft murmur, I said to myself, "This is truly Heavenly." I skied back
to the chair lift and rode up the slope with a smile radiating on my face
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like the sun. Still in amazement, I scanned the side of the mountain
over which I had just prevailed. I was only eight.
This moment, I will never forget. All of my effort had finally
paid off. There were lots of falls, lots of pain, lots of sweat and tears,
but it just shows that when you put your mind to something, you can
achieve anything. I hung that photo of me peering over the edge to
remind myself everyday that challenges are character building and
undeniably worth the rewards. We all have that mountain we have to
conquer.
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Poetry

Mecca
(written for Malcolm X)
Forget those you have left behind
forget the toils of your daily world
seek your joy in this place of light
whisper your Prayers into the night.
Circle the KaBa for His grace
wash your hands and face the east
let your lips exalt your devotion
as others bow from across your ocean.
Ride the dunes on the backs of beasts
your pilgrimage progresses the sun and moon
the heat that drips from your face
joins you with the rest of the human race.
Dress you now in simple robes
nothing too lavish for this king
walk into the halls of Allah's wake
be sure your love is real, never fake.
Turn your palms to the hovering sky
turn your eyes to the many lights
realize that you are loved by Him
but not because of the color of your skin.
You feel like you belong here
but must return to Hate
remember how you learned to be more
as you gladly lowered your knees to the floor.

—Natalie Jensen
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The Clock
Now the hour of midnight weighs upon my eyelids
as a thousand dreams ready themselves in my mouth
and prepare to fly upon the moment of awakening.
An owl silhouetted in my window calls
my future out into the stillness.
But it is the ticking of a clock, that endless beat
always forcing the darkness to lift from my eyes
that brings me back to now.
How simple the days would be
if I could bind my life
to the second hand of the Clock
and march forth, hand in hand, with all the world
to the rhythm of the Clock's predestined drum.
But the past pulls me backward,
and the future shrieks outside my window.
Intervals of Time disappear.
How simple the days would be
if all time stopped—

—Jennifer Witherspoon
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Personal Essay

"Express" Yourself
—Jackie Connor
I was very nervous as I approached the daunting store in the
mall. Hoping to God they would recognize me because of my frequent
visits, I wanted to know the status of my application. "Express," the
store, didn't seem very prompt at the application process. I approached
the front desk for the fourth time and was finally given word of an
interview. How excited I was! Me, working at an Express in Southern
California, at one of the pinnacles of fashion. Express was the trendiest
of all trends, my fashion of fashion. I was about to become very
fashionably enlightened or maybe just very fashionably disappointed.
At my interview, my future boss told me that I was to be a
denim fashion expert. A promotion already, I thought. How —that
i could be delightful! I was already confident that I could handle
this job, an expert. Day one of training consisted of learning how
to understand the essence of the store: the cash register. Previously
having worked as a lifeguard, I tried to imagine where my skills could
be incorporated with this particular job. Someone could possibly
choke on their cafe latte, and I'd be the only sufficient person to save
them. Learning all this new material already had me intimidated by
their high standards of quality and efficiency. The managers made
mere sales representation sound as if we were all going through a deep
sea excursion. In the meantime, I wanted to hide behind the clothing
racks and curl up in a fetal position. I was not used to the fast-paced
California lifestyle, and it had me dying to go back to Texas.
As life at Express progressed, my attitude deteriorated. The
five-hour shifts would turn into ten-hour shifts that would last well
into the three a.m. hour. I never imagined retail could become as
demanding as the managers, who could be heard all day long blaring
"stock check" into the headset I was required to wear. There were
four managers, and half of them were barely tolerable. Of course, I
was always stuck with the night shifts, closing with two of the least
amiable women in the store. On my first closing shift, I worked with
a woman whose English had consistent grammatical errors. As an
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English major, this drove me crazy. Her voice was reminiscent of
Pinocchio with a nasal congestion. Not only did her voice make me
cringe, but also, to make matters worse, she had a cruel attitude toward
the employees who did not know her. If a clothing fold was less than
immaculate, she would run my tired head into the ground, taking no
mercy as I digested the dirt she would dish out to me. The night always
seemed young to her, even at 3:30 in the morning. She was half the
reason why I quit working retail. Unfortunately, I was stuck with her
about eighty percent of the time.
The other manager was an intimidating woman in her early
thirties whose make-up was similar to a waitress at the twenty-four
hour "Waffle House." She was in constant denial that she was, in fact,
over thirty. This woman would cover herself in a five hundred dollar
outfit, but underneath the silk and cashmere, she had nothing but
contempt and jealousy for those who did not have to endure the pain
of Botox. When I closed the store with her, she would grandly boast of
how she lost her virginity or how she was in several music videos. Her
gaze was heartless and her mouth quick to spit out a rude comment to
new employees. Now, I finally understand why women working retail
were not the friendliest of characters. How they still managed to be
standing in their stiletto high heels at the end of a nine hour day, I will
never understand. I, personally, had no problem settling for flat-heeled
shoes.
As a full-time college student, I found that Express still
managed to schedule me 39.9 hours a week; my studying for school
took place at the early hours in the morning or a few hours before the
shift, if I was not in class already. I timidly asked for fewer hours to
calm my nerves; however, that was why I was a peon for four months
instead of in the promised position of "fashion expert."
I once wrote in my personal journal that "Express and The
Limited brands are what they are: Limited." They have a narrow
sympathy for full-time college students like me. I do believe that my
most valuable lesson learned from this experience is to never trust
sales reps, even if they are pitching you a "job of a lifetime." What
they are subliminally saying is the "job that tortures your life."
Beware of retail.
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Poetry

Old Book
The old book sits stoically on the shelf,
its spine unbent after so many years.
Well-worn and world-weary
the blood red leather has rusted
to a fine, dark crimson.
It is at once to me
familiar and comforting
with a rich, aging smell
of knowledge and experience.
Its pages are thin and delicate
like the petals of a flower,
and as I turn them,
ideas blossom.
I

-Anna-Carin Garman
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Poetry

Beautiful
you splatter the paint
on this canvas that is
my body
your brush, it follows
my curves
my hips
they're red
and you move down my body
feeling my skin
it's cold and the color
hugs me and
hardens
and when you peel the paint
away
you see all of me
and you can't stop looking
i want to blush
but instead
i turn away
i look inside
the frame
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the woman inside
i've never seen
Beautiful
and you, Picasso
can't turn away
and when i look again
you're looking at me
and I've never felt so
Beautiful.

—Isha Gregory
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Fiction

Subway Love
—Kati Sweet
I told you I loved you on the subway just now. And I don't
think you heard because your head is bent forward, as you are
apparently absorbed in the newspaper that you are reading with a
slightly interested look on your face. It is sports, your favorite section,
although I don't know which teams you are rooting for. I peruse your
face slowly for the hundredth time today, imagining you grabbing the
paper as you headed out of your apartment this morning, somewhat
late as always. You glance up for a moment, and I quickly look away,
as if I have been staring out the window, cautious not to look back for
some moments.
So far you seem oblivious to my presence. You take this route
every weekday morning, in all likelihood off to work, but there are
a lot of people crammed into the subway, and I am very careful you
don't notice my longing stare. Today is Monday, and you seem a little
tired, your clothes put on a little hurriedly as if you have been out
too much again this weekend. I decide not to speculate on what you
did over the weekend again, already having come up with a billion
and one stories of what you might have done with yourself. Instead, I
imagine you getting ready, shaving your face and splashing Old Spice
aftershave on, quickly putting your watch (a Christmas gift) on after
your shower, perhaps taking one last glance in the mirror as you head
out the door. I have decided you take quick showers in the morning,
followed by breakfast. You seem like a guy who would go for a quick
bowl of cereal-something healthy, perhaps whole grain. Your lean
physique doesn't seem an accident. Your clothes are typical business
attire with a slightly flashy tie. In my mind you are an advertising
executive and work (very hard) at a small firm. Your name is Matthew
and you are 34, the perfect age for me. Perfect. You wear no wedding
ring but, perhaps, are involved with someone. I try to picture your
girlfriend again, knowing it is unlikely you would be entirely single.
She would be ugly, I fantasize, but with a great personality. Much
uglier than me. You wouldn't care. She would definitely be a brunette
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and not a blond. Tall, with short hair. Athletic, like you. Perhaps you
go running together in the park on weekends. My eyes drift over
your face again, visualizing who you're with. Jennifer who works in
publishing? Rita who has three dogs?
The subway comes to a halt, and I look up. It's your stop. You
gather your things and head for the door. I envision you glancing up
and then staring straight into my face. You would smile, and I would
say hello. I picture a quick interchange, perhaps leading to something
more. The moment passes and you walk right by me as you exit,
close enough to touch. So close.You vanish into the crowd leaving the
subway, and my eyes follow you, knowing it's safe to stare at your
disappearing head from the back. See you tomorrow.
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Personal Essay

Sunny Skies, Sugar Cane, and Shaka
—Jennifer A. Timm
"Are we there yet? Are we there yet?" chorused Bryce and
Cassandra.
Why is it that children have the most annoying ability to
repeatedly ask that question and never listen to the logical reply of
"soon" that exasperated parents have at the ready? Who could blame
them after twenty-six hours of traveling and a fitful night in a hotel bed
trying to adjust our internal clocks ahead ten hours? We had not quite
reached our destination of Stanger, South Africa, but we were getting
close.
Six months of planning had led us on this journey to relive
the places of our youth—to share the memory of our childhood
neighborhoods with our children. We had survived the late night,
five-hour flight from LAX to Atlanta, Georgia. The same could not be
said of the fourteen-hour South African Airways flight from Atlanta
to Johannesburg. There are only so many in-flight movies you can
watch and only so many positions you can contort yourself into in
a vain attempt at sleep. The voices of Bryce and Cassandra whining
the famous are we there yet at regular intervals had echoed the
frustration of everyone on the flight. The final fifty-minute flight from
Johannesburg to Durban was a breeze! Too tired to enjoy the reality
of being back in the city I had enjoyed escaping to as a teenager, the
family had checked into the Royal Hotel and collapsed into jet lag
oblivion.
The next morning, the bright South African sun woke us up
and, with it, our excitement to complete our journey. The ninetyminute drive to Stanger was so familiar to me, but for my children,
it was a journey into an undiscovered world. The road followed the
coastline in a northerly direction. The regular glimpses of the Indian
Ocean crashing onto yellow beaches, coupled with the warm ocean
breeze saturated with the smell of sun baked seaweed coming through
the open car window, reminded us all that we were in the province
of KwaZulu-Natal and that Stanger was within reach. Out the car
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windows to the left was a world totally alien to Bryce and Cassandra.
Rolling hills of sugar cane swished to and fro in the coastal breezes, a
vista only broken by dense vegetation so entangled with tropical vines
it appeared impenetrable. The dark green foliage was alive with the
undulating touch of the vibrantly colored birds flitting about. The birds
were often disturbed and burst from the trees in shimmering sprays
as the rambunctious gymnastics of the monkeys leaping from branch
to branch forced them to escape into the sunny, blue skies above.
The monkeys followed the progress of motorists, ever hopeful for
forbidden food thrown from car windows.
For Jonathan and me, traveling along this road steeped with
history always reminded us of often repeated lessons learned about
Shaka, the Zulu king, and his army of impis, or soldiers, who had
carved this route from Port Natal to Zululand to barter with hunters
and ivory traders. We recounted sagas of Shaka and his famous assegai
swords and the "horns of the buffalo" attack formation used during
battle. We explained that wealth for the Zulu is measured in head of
cattle, and Shaka's herds of thousands were the envy of other black
kings in Africa during that time.
The final call of "are we there yet" from the children had been
rewarded by my exclamation of horror.
"Why did that signboard say that this was the exit to
KwaDukuza? I know that this is the road to Stanger!" I yelled out as I
drove up the off-ramp.
The drive down into KwaDuKuza reassured me that it was still
the town I recalled so well. I had lived there before South Africa's first
democratic elections in 1994 when Nelson Mandela became South
Africa's president. Many towns and cities have since changed their
names to reflect their new democracy—and "Stanger" was obviously
one of them.
Upon entering KwaDukuza-Stanger, our senses were
simultaneously assailed. The cacophony of numerous languages out
shouting each other, clashed with the roar and clunk of dilapidated
vehicles and the inevitable bleating of the taxi drivers reminding
their fares to load up and go. The burnt sugar smell, wafting from
surrounding sugar cane fields, blended well with the spicy smells of
coriander, curry, marjoram and chilies —but clashed with the repugnant
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smell of butchered goats and the fetid smell of poultry in small wired
cages, all left too long in the blazing African sun.
The tapestry of colors before us was overwhelming. The
town is an eclectic mixture of the three cultures that formed it: Zulu,
English and Indian. The shimmering of exotically embroidered saris
in a rainbow of colors, whether expertly draped on the Indian women
going about their business or fluttering from doorways and eaves of
roadside stores down High Street, contrasted with the boring western
dress of the white South Africans in their unimaginative shorts and tshirts or pastel summer dresses. The occasional businessman in a dark
suit and a white shirt appeared as a blemish on this colorful landscape.
The blackness of the Zulu skin highlighted their unique styles of dress
that ranged from rags of laborers to the traditional skins and intricate
beadwork of Zulu maidens dressed to pose for the ever-hungry tourist
market.
Commerce rules the town and its inhabitants. Oozing from
every doorway and alleyway were vendors selling fruit, vegetables,
cheap plastic toys from China, animal parts, live poultry, incense, love
potions and gaudy jewelry, which was either neatly piled in plastic
plates—making walking on the sidewalk a near impossibility—or
hung from store windows and eaves, forcing you to duck and weave as
you navigate the obstacle course of plates beneath your feet.
Our first respite from the hustle and bustle of the street market
was a sensory relief. The open space of the Shaka Memorial allowed
us to gather our breath and journey back in time again. A traditionally
dressed curator shared some local lore with us. Stanger was built
on the site of Shaka's last great capital, KwaDuKaza—the reason
for the name change. We were humbled, listening to history unfold
as we stood under the very same Indaba Tree, a sturdy mkuhla—or
Natal mahogany tree—where Shaka used to hold his meetings with
his indunas, or tribal leaders and advisors. The sight of the strange,
white, Victorian-style memorial over Shaka's grave did not fit with
the image of the great, noble warrior. With morbid fascination, the
children gingerly touched the large black rock that Shaka was brutally
murdered on. The curator's description of the events that occurred on
September 11, 1828 —when Shaka's half-brothers, Mhlangana and
Dingane, stabbed him in the back—echoed through the branches of the
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Indaba Tree and bounced us into the turmoil that must have followed,
our ears reverberating with the ghostly wailing of his loyal subjects
after discovering that their mighty warrior was dead.
The drive around the rest of town was punctuated with
anecdotes from myself that were met with feigned interest from my
husband and obvious boredom from the children. No amount of
explaining the significance of a broken down movie theatre could help
the children experience my first date there—where our sweaty hands
clutched each other in darkness, hidden below jackets from prying
eyes. They were revolted when I explained that we used to lift off the
wooden armrests in order to squash the cockroaches running across the
walls. They also could not fathom the reality of whites and non-whites
split apart by the passageway that ran the length of the well-frequented
movie theatre.
No trip down memory lane would be complete without a visit
to schools that had helped form the adult I had become. Because it
was December, the schools were deserted and the gates were locked.
I had often felt that I was a prisoner behind those gates and within
those walls, so desperate to escape the confines of rural education.
My children asked about friends and relationships. So many of the
memories I was reliving revolved around the friendships that had seen
me through those challenging teen years and the tragic loss of my
brother in my final year of high school due to a motor vehicle accident.
Oh, how I wished at that moment I could see, touch and talk to those
whose faces flashed through my mind. Like myself, however, with
nothing to keep us, Stanger had lost us to the far reaches of the world
in pursuit of our dreams.
Time to go "home" to the house I had lived in for twelve years,
but it wasn't a homecoming. Again, a locked security gate prevented
me from rushing through the tropical garden, greeting the dogs of my
youth and bursting through the back door into the kitchen to ask what
there was to eat. Looking down the road, I saw the houses were there,
but the annoying boy-next-door had long since grown up and moved
away. The emptiness of looking at Sonya's house reminded me of how
long ago we had lost touch over the miles—my dearest and nearest
friend of sixteen years.
As during my childhood, I escaped to the beach with the
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family. The sound of the sea reasserted Mother Nature's dominance
over the cycle of life, which has always had the ability to erase
stress from my life. The hilly, eight-kilometer drive from Stanger
to Blythedale Beach drew me inexorably to the elixir of the Indian
Ocean. The coarse, yellow, gravelly sand and the large rocky outcrops
were as I remembered. As a family, we romped on the sand dunes and
cavorted through the tide pools. The warmth of the ocean drew us in
like a hot bath after a hard day's work.
I was grateful that I had been able to share this journey down
memory lane with my family and that we had the opportunity to create
new memories together. Stanger will always be the town I grew up in,
but home is definitely wherever my family and friends are and will be.
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Fiction

After I Pulled the Trigger Before the Bullet
Left My Head
—Thor Becker
In eight years, I'll be dead. This will make me a man
thirty years young, but I feel it is for the best. I tell you this in full
confidence, so please don't mention this to those who care about me. I
don't think they'll understand. They have their reasons, and I respect
that. It's not always easy to accept. It will take less than a second, but
I imagine it all in vivid detail —my teeth underscore the scene with
the melody of grinding molars. My free hand compresses into sweaty
wrinkles and white knuckles. My index finger unwillingly squeezes
down, knowing full well the trigger will eagerly give in to its pressure.
If it were a less obedient finger, it would gladly take control of itself
and save my life.
But the trigger depresses.
— Don't be fooled. Of course I'll be scared. I'm scared even
thinking about it right now. The gun is a bitterly violent creature.
There's no empathy in it. And in my final moment, I think my only
wish will be not to be alone. It must be the same for most, but the trip
only seats one, and anyone bearing witness suffers this realization as
well. So for everyone's sake, the task calls for pragmatism. The gun
then is an ideal ally—the hammer releases and the chamber explodes
with unruly shock. The screaming bullet throttles up through the barrel
and rips straight into me.
Its force shatters my jaw.
— Yes, I do have regrets, and I'll only have more in the years
to come. This is a precautionary measure because I'm human. I'm
unaware of every consequence of my actions, but I dismiss ignorant
fear as a reason to not take my own life. It's not about proving a
point, nor some existential argument about taking control over my
own morality. It's not about sympathy or melodrama. It's preference,
and—cross my fingers—it's not the worst that could happen. My
intuition tells me that the afterlife doesn't exist, so no need to obsess
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over hellfire or paradise —my tongue blasts apart as the bullet blooms
and wilts. It is a high velocity metallic flower in flight, contorting and
folding back on itself from each collision with its corporeal obstacles.
But my tissue is temporary at best. The bullet rips through me like
paper, plunging past the roof of my mouth.
The bullet breaches my skull.
— So I implore you. Omit this admission from everyone's
knowledge. It's for the best. Having said that, in order not to have a
complete lack of compassion for others' concerns, I'd like to take a
snapshot from my time now. So, should you decide years from now
when you may or may not mourn over me, you can look at it and
remember me as I was. I can't promise to provide an answer for my
choices, but I hope maybe it provides you with clarity and fresh vigor
in your try at life. So...
I sit in a classroom and I feel safe. It is an acting class, and it
makes me feel good to think that by the nature of this class, we are all
a little more vulnerable than we might otherwise be. Once a week this
great equalizer allows us to connect and accept each other on a more
human level than we're accustomed to. For these moments, I lay aside
any and all worries, compulsions and insecurities. I can appreciate the
atmosphere without trying, and such a carefree comfort is a rare treat
to me as of late. I like to think about it more deeply than I suppose the
situation really lends to, but I'm resigned that this is just how I am. It's
so strange that the mere presence of my peers can be so comforting
despite my firm belief that they are nothing above impartial towards
my attendance. I'm so safe in this room with these moments. But the
moments always end too abruptly.
Class is over, and it's time to leave. A hint of cold fear
overcomes me at the thought that for the rest of the night I'll be left
to my own devices, passing the time with no one but my relapsing
thoughts and memories to dwell on. I fear the night now and being
alone, which makes it difficult when you're an insomniac. I stare at the
door handle and my chest feels rotted. My body is a bruised fruit. That
wicked handle represents everything that I've come to loathe in these
past few months: a gateway to a world of empty parking lots blanketed
in yellow veneer. Not a soul to talk to aside from the ever- watchful
streetlamps. Not that I have anything against them or their tawny
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illumination. In fact, I admire the soft, gold sheen they give to an
otherwise colorless world. Unfortunately, they're resolute mutes and
that makes for poor conversation. So, inevitably, they lose their luster,
becoming a signature of this place I don't really want to be a part of
anymore. I've always been a guy who enjoys his space, but lately
there's been a restlessness in me that won't be suppressed. It leaves me
in an unexplainable state of nervous panic,- trying to calm myself,- but
the thoughts and memories have a way of flooding all defenses.
So I stand frozen, dreading that damn door. I look to the
strength of my peers: their freedom from emotional stigmas; how
they look forward to being home, or to dinner, or to their next
conversation with someone new and interesting or special to them. I
envy how they'll arrive at their destinations, undaunted and eagerly
anticipating the next place they will belong to. Maybe strength is the
wrong word. More like normalcy. I hope that following in the wake of
their normalcy, I, too, will not dread the on-coming night; I will push
through that damned door and walk to my car determinedly with only
the discomforting bite of the cold night air to impede.
But I know my walk will be different. It will be longer and
colder and retraced dozens upon dozens of times. Pacing like a lunatic,
I'll walk past my car and down the road en route to nowhere. I'll do
this because that'll be my destination, and I won't get there any faster
by driving. Ambulation gives me the perception of actually having a
destination meanwhile leaving nothing, no cage of glass and metal,
to deny me access to others. So I'll walk, exposed in the cold, self
conscious of my own oddity, meandering through an empty school
parking lot. It embarrasses me more to admit this is not without
purpose. Deep down, I harbor the rare hope to I find someone who'll
take notice. It's a sad attempt at a cry for help, I know. I want to meet
someone as aimless as me, strike up a conversation and find a bond to
fix this broken link in my head that leaves me so lonely and depressed
every day. So I'll walk. Even in hopes that someone will just stop and
say hello. It will still count as a connection, albeit a damaging one.
A hand sets on my shoulder. I turn to see who it belongs to. The
concerned eyes of a friend greet me. She tells me I look like someone
just stole my birthday. I can't help but break into a relieved smiled at
this.
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"Yeah, I'm alright. Really, don't worry about me. I just have
some things on my mind." She takes my arm and leads me through
that damned door, and it never touches me. I say I have time to kill
and ask her if she's doing anything right now,- if she'd like to pass a
few hours with me. She says she can for a few minutes but she's got
somewhere to be. "Just stay for the sunset."
"Okay," she says. I light a cigarette and we walk. A zephyr
purrs past me and its tepidity is disarming. I exhale and watch my
venomous smoke chase it.
I ask her what she thinks, "Do you ever think the sun will be
able to outrun the night?"
She asks me, "Even if it could, would it really want to?" Above
me, the sky washes from orange to pink to red. Minutes pass, and the
sun slowly winks goodnight on the horizon. "I have to go," she tells
me.
"Thank you," is my only reply. She smiles at me quizzically,
but I leave it at that. I wave her goodbye, and for a moment, I sit down
and watch as the night tails the sun. In the parking lot, the streetlamps
flicker to life. I guess it wouldn't, even if it could—
The bullet bursts through the back of my head.
I don't have to remember anymore.
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Poetry

The Trip Home
She looks up at me
panting, her eyes flickering,
wrapped in her traveling blanket.
They say I am sick.
They say I will not survive.
I lean over,
hugging her tight,
like a child clings to her Teddy.
Mom is weeping,
the humans in blue stroke my head.
One more time.
One more act of love to give.
Sadness can be seen in all the humans' eyes.
One last hug.
One last whisper.
Mom 's voice is nicely gentle.
I give an almost imperceptible nod.
(They have done this many times,
much to their despair.)
Say "hi" to Hemi, Gingie.
Soon, I cannot see.
Oh, I am so tired.
Tears flowing, blurring my vision.
I will take a nap.
Just a short one...
One last glimpse of her,
all wrapped up in her traveling blanket,
sent off on her last trip.
The trip home.

—Zachary Geyer
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The Badlands
— Meg Cherry
They were driving along the Pacific coast, heading north but
going nowhere. The California sun had already fallen in the west, and
dusk had settled the dark. Beneath the aged bulbs of the streetlamps,
hung tired halos of light. Steering through the unforeseen curves in the
road, he watched the fluorescent stripes dividing the two-lane highway
blur into one long stream. In the passenger's seat, she pushed down the
automatic button and stuck her feet out the window, feeling the air turn
to wind in her toes as his black truck bustled through the night.
After a few miles, a destination dawned on him, and he made a
quick left toward the beach, passing its cement entrance and parking at
the dead-end. He said, "You'll want to put your shoes on for this," then
came around the car to open her door for her.
"The headlands?" she peeped. "I've wanted to come see the
last of this place." As she slid her hand into his, they jogged into the
foliage where no one from the nearby housing would notice their
trespassing. In the dim light of the last streetlamp, a tarp-covered
chain-link fence hovered before them, concealing the destruction of
the land beyond. They climbed the fence in silence, though its metal
hinges clanked loudly as though sounding an alarm. As he helped her
down to the other side, she said quietly, "Have you ever come here?"
"Yes, a long time ago," he said, "back when the land was wild."
They skittered past a score of out-houses, which still reeked from the
day-time use of the construction workers, and a mobile project office,
which had a light left on inside. There were 120 acres in all—once
bountiful with coastal sagebrush and indigenous palms—now a vast
expanse of plowed dirt. The lovers ran until they'd found a dune far
enough away to elude the electric light of the world beyond.
"It must have been so beautiful here," she said as she looked to
where the land ended and the sea began. "I never knew."
The full moon was a night-light as they hiked along the highest
rim of terrain until reaching the base of the bluff. He climbed ahead
to make a path for her, and she followed, heeding his warnings of the
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mounds and hollows of raw earth hidden within the shadows. On the
flat of the bluff, the moon lit a bright path once again and they could
see that no man had yet pulled the inborn lavender from its root. They
tread through the crackling brush until reaching the pinnacle, where
the cliff's edge dropped 120 feet to the breaking tide. She sunk onto
a spot of sandstone, which had been worn bare through centuries of
seasons. He squatted beside her to wipe the sweat from his forehead.
"Did you hear that?" He stood to peer over the cliff where the
dark horizon bled into the darkness of the sky. She stood, too, at the
noise, listening intently. Another groan sounded from somewhere
below—like the blow of a watery musket amid the lapping of the
Pacific current.
"Look over there!" she said, pointing. From the sparkling
surface of the sea, a whale's spout blew mist into the salt-strewn air.
Its humped back glided out of the black water like a massive, moon-lit
stone, and then slid back under to the depths. They watched its splittale strike the encircling ripples of the ocean and its splash turn into
tear-shaped prisms with its good-bye. With only two breaths, the whale
was gone.
Breathless, they waited for its possible resurface, but eventually,
the moon fell low and the couple left the whale to memory as they
began their hike back to the city of streetlights and car exhaust.
Unbeknownst to them, 120 years before sailors had even named the
land, natives visited the great bluff to watch for the passing of the
whale pods. But like the natives and like the whale, the headlands
would soon be developed and, a generation later, forgotten.
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Vending Machine Blues
—Caitlin Chandler
In the late summer of 1992,1 found myself perched atop a
squeaky and wobbly bunk bed, staring out the window of my new
home: a ramshackle, three bedroom, suburban, starter home. As I
gazed past my neighbor's front yard at the "mountain" at the end
of my street, I had an overwhelming feeling of nostalgia. I seemed
to have had a lot of memories yet to live rushing through my head.
Although I had only been in southern California for six hours, I felt
like I knew exactly what was going to happen within the next ten years
or so. As I recall, this calming sense of self confidence, blanketed
by manifest destiny, was a bit startling for an eight year old girl, and
my wild imagination decided it was the presence of my future self
staring out that same window, remembering these very first moments.
However, my future self was watching the same view with a head full
of colorful memories, I as of right then, was still a clean slate.
My family was one of about two hundred families "starting"
in the square, stucco houses that all shared the exact same floor
plan. My slice of heaven, a plain, off-white dwelling with brown
trim, was comfortably wedged in the middle of another last minute
neighborhood, a compact and overgrown niche, which seemed to serve
the community only as an answer to the city developer's question,
"Where can we put the working class?"
Blocked by a drab, lonely storage facility on the west, a large
high school football stadium looming over us in the east, and a steep
and precocious hill running along the north side, our neighborhood
seemed to blend with the decay of urban society. With the colossal
football stadium built so close to the housing track that the row of
backyards appeared to be directly underneath the stands, and with
bums borrowing vacant homes for use as their restrooms, the best of
Orange County found better places to rest their bones. The hill, rich
with creeps and weirdos, was a wild and primitive contrast to the other
surrounding landmarks but was no more inviting to the Orange County
soccer moms.
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That was about fifteen years ago, when I first breathed in
California. I realized this the other day when I was taking a detour
and found myself driving through my old neighborhood. Despite all
the inhabitants of my generation having long moved out, it still felt
very much the same. It still looked "lived in" and a bit run down, but
it was still the epitome of suburban vomit. As I cautiously maneuvered
around clusters of school age children, I looked at all the unfamiliar
faces, and I wondered if they knew about the mystical creatures that
were rumored to linger in this very neighborhood during certain
seasons.
With all parents on the street gone from seven in the morning
until (around) seven at night, Osuna was a street run by the kids.
Regulating this natural occurrence, the street on occasion was blocked
at the entrance, where filthy second graders with dirt wads demanded
a toll from drivers in order to pass. Other days, when opportunities
for dirtball attacks began to thin, you just weren't allowed on the
street at all. During the drought, when the ground went hard, a line
of "chickens" would line up across the street and taunt drivers. These
drivers usually turned around and, within the next few days, would tell
their Osuna acquaintance of the trouble, who would, in turn, tell our
parents. Needless to say, this didn't make us want to be better hosts.
If drivers did pass through, all they would see is a street littered with
mischievous kids- but no parents.
At the time, I didn't see anything wrong with this. My parents
were always so generous and loving when they could be that I had no
idea they had to work as hard as they did. I had no idea that these half
feral children I grew up with were being raised in such dysfunction. I
didn't know any better. This was all my life had ever been. This was
life.
As I turned around at the cul-de-sac and headed back, I saw
myself peeking out the window of my old home. Every weekday,
for as long as I lived there, my day began with my dad kissing me
goodbye at six in the morning when he left for work. Groggy eyed and
vacant minded, I would stare out the window and wait for his truck to
drive by with his arm outstretched, waving goodbye to me. I would sit
in my nest across the window of my bedroom and wave back.
My mother, around this time, would rush to get my brother and
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me ready for school, and then throw some Sesame Street and Fraggie
Rock at us while she got ready for work. By seven o'clock, she was off
to take Graham to pre-school and then she was off to work by eight. I
would wait with the TV for my neighbor and classmate, Chloe, to walk
over to my house around seven thirty.
After I locked up the house, we'd trek across my side yard to
my neighbor Ortega's house. She was usually watching soap operas,
which she'd promptly turn off at our arrival. When she would come
out, wearing an overstuffed backpack and holding keys attached to
dreadlocks of key chains, she'd close up shop and we'd all head down
the street to hike over Black Hill. We had to be sure to leave early
enough; otherwise, we would get caught in the sprinklers while taking
our short cut over Black Hill, my "mountain" at the end of our street,
which earned its name for the black void it created at night.
After school, we would all walk home together. That was the
drill our parents had set up for us. We were supposed to go straight
home (never to walk home alone), call Mom at work when we got
home, do our chores and homework and then watch Saved by the Bell
until one of the parents got home. With special permission, you could
go over to someone else's house and wait for the adults together.
I even remember the line up of TV programs I would watch
while waiting for someone to come home. I recall there were four
episodes of Saved by the Bell, and I usually got home in time to see the
end of the first episode. Then there were two episodes of Charles in
Charge, and then after that, there were two episodes of The Jeffersons,
which was about the time mom got home. I was usually done with my
home work by the time Charles in Charge came on, but I remember
the anxiety I would feel when I heard "moving on up... to the east
side...," the opening lyrics to the theme song for The Jeffersons,
because that meant I had a lot of homework that day. I remember
this line up stayed the same for years after I stopped watching the
programs.
However, with no parents to reinforce this routine, we learned
quickly how to lie and could manipulate our parents by the first grade.
We would go home, call our parents, do our chores and work on our
homework while watching TV... at least for as long as we could. But,
honestly, how could you keep elementary school kids alone in a house
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for four or five hours? Sure, we can't go out until Mom gets home, but
Mom's not home.
We did walk home together, but we took our time and found
many detours. We would ambush other groups of kids walking home
to their streets. We would chase out the stoners getting high on our hill.
We would get in fights with each other. We'd terrorize the homeless
living in the storage spaces. We would toilet paper the cars parked on
our street that belonged to the students who couldn't find parking at
the high school.
After a while, we got sick of doing our homework and started
lying to our parents about more serious things. Originally, we would
sneak out until it was dark (our cue that our parents would be home
soon), but eventually, when it was no secret, we didn't bother coming
home and didn't care if we got in trouble. Who was going to reinforce
the punishment...ourselves? Slowly, when we realized we had as
much freedom in the morning as we did in the afternoon, we began
to stop going to school altogether, and I guess that was that. It was all
down hill from there.
I eventually moved out of the neighborhood, as did many of the
kids, but it was too late. We were already grown up; too many hours
alone made that process speed up. Too many hours to think about why
you're sitting here alone, too many of these hours make you resentful
when others tell you what to do with your time. This is what we
became, resentful, and we no longer could respect the life our parents
molded for us.
By the time I had left Osuna, my parents had divorced, (the
last couple to do so), Ortega's stepfather had become the obvious
tweeker who resides on every street in Orange County, Chloe's mother
became anorexic, and the kids were beginning to flunk out of junior
high. I heard years later that the kids all turned into drug addicts,
gangsters and car thieves. One story involved an old friend of mine
being arrested and hog tied in the road, and many more lives had been
exposed, like the abusive couple on the street and the creepy neighbor
who turned out to be a child molester.
That first day in second grade when my mother gave me the
keys to my house, I had no idea what kind of secretive anarchy took
place on this street every afternoon. I still remember it so vividly.
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Everyday, after rounding the summit, an army of suburban youths
came bounding down the hill, digging through our backpacks for our
keys, only to go home to an empty house. Looking back, I think the
fights we had been in were directly related to the frustration we would
like to have taken out on our parents for never being home. But they
weren't home, and even if the other kids on the block didn't deserve
it, we were comforted by the knowledge that they understood what we
were going through— or more appropriately: what we weren't going
through. It wasn't easy growing up a latch key kid in Orange County,
seeing everyone get picked up from school, or parents waiting at bus
stops for their children's return. It's much like having no money while
being forced to sit thirsty in front of an enticing vending machine.
As I rounded the corner to leave Osuna, I was confronted by
a full scale roller hockey game, which I was clearly intruding upon,
seeing as the players wouldn't stop their round. I glanced around for
the mystical creatures, to see if maybe they have returned to Osuna,
bringing some discipline and direction in the younglings' lives. But it
looks as though...
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Poetry

Your Decisions
What is wrong with this world
What have we done
The decisions you made
Have impacted everyone
You lawyers, you politicians, you judges
You have lost your faith, you have failed
We all have to serve their sentences
It is We who are jailed
I complain about the job you are doing
But I am most disappointed in We
For lack of better judgment
You were elected by me
Why did you take this job
Out of the whole professional range
Did you initially want to make a difference
When did your perspective change
Murderers get reduced sentences
And child molesters go free
There is enough evidence to convict them
Yet, they go home on a contingency
He admitted to raping a six year old girl
This child rapist sitting right in front of you
His whole future lays in your decision
And what do you do
A sixth month sentence
This cannot be true
I hope you have no daughters
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If you refuse to protect them, then who?
My children cannot go outside to play
No tag, no catch, no playing ball
If this is what you choose to do with your power, your voice
Then God help us all

— Vicci Dumler
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Innocent Alarm
Drifting along the puffy clouds of innocence,
melting candy thoughts gather,
teasing silver linings with lingering sweetness.
Ripples from tiny little toes appear to shimmer briefly,
skimming along the surface of an endless ocean of sky.
A cry sounds, alarm pounds, heart races
waking abruptly, clutching at the covers
terror fills the impressionable mind.
Enveloped within an inky cocoon of deepening shadows,
glowing red lanterns stalk every frightened twitch.
Seized by unshakable fear, immobilized with panic,
breathless with sudden realizations of mortality,
moments pass with the turning of the earth.
Darkness envelopes the eyes completely,
shadows gradually reform, replacing the scorching gaze.
From the floor below,
as scent brings comfort,
reaching quavering nostrils of a terrorized soul.
Relief burrows into every pore,
remembrance brings relief, exploding along every nerve.
Ahhh... ease, escape into innocence while it lasts.

—Sara Ginsburg
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Fiction

Insanity
— Page Ann Chastain

"Doing the same thing over and over again expecting different
reSllltS."

Albert Einstein

As he has done a thousand days before, he stands before the
weathered, peeling wood door. Enzo's aching heart reminds him
that tonight will be as all the others, and he wishes it would not. He
deliberately drops his wool jacket onto the cold stone floor as he walks
toward a window overlooking the picturesque hills of Tuscany. Stained
glass welcomes the rays of the setting sun, creating a prism of vibrant
colors throughout the room. Enzo stops just before reaching it and
slowly removes a tattered wool glove from each hand. Each glove is
placed into a separate pocket of his trousers, as if made of glass. "I
hope my pockets are not torn," he says to himself and then chuckles.
Enzo reaches toward the window and, with a slender finger, lovingly
traces the smooth colored glass in a specific pattern. He wonders why
he is doing this, but it seems familiar to him. It tugs at his heart, like
a child pulling his father's sports coat when seeking attention. A salty
tear trickles gently down his unshaven face, and his tongue darts out to
catch it.
With a heavy sigh, Enzo turns his head toward the fireplace,
where a crackling fire awaits. The room is filled with the scent of
burning wood: flames of red and orange join together as if in a
beautiful dance. Enzo sinks slowly into the soft folds of the worn
leather chair enveloping him like a blanket. A small table of twisted
iron reaches up to hold the elixir so important in his life. His mouth
waters. He reaches for the bottle, carefully pouring the cold clear
liquid into a pot-bellied glass. The fiery liquid burns as it flows down
his throat. The intense warmth spreads throughout his entire body and
he feels at peace.
Suddenly, the sound of a rusty door hinge echoes throughout
the room, resounding off the stark and cracked clay walls. Enzo
is startled, dropping his glass to the floor. As it hits the hard stone,
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crashing shreds of splintered glass scatter as if reaching for the
outdoors. "What is that noise?" He asks himself. "Is someone here?"
He reaches for the outdoors. "What is that noise." He asks himself.
"Is someone here?" a frightened voice calls out. Shakily, Enzo
wipes the beads of sweat that glisten across his forehead like the sun
reflecting off a lake.
"There is no one here," Enzo sadly says to himself, as he does
each and every night. Enzo realizes that the echo did not resound from
the walls but rather rang in his ears. It was not the hinge of a door. It
was the screw loose in his head...again.
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Personal Essay

Magic
— Natalie Jensen
When I was little, I used to talk to the trees on the slope in the
back of our house. I named them, and they were my friends. I gave
them simple names that described their characters. Trees, like people,
do have character. Every crooked branch, every knothole, every ripped
place in their rough bark from last week's storm dignifies and defines
them.
There were two eucalyptus trees —huge ones, the tallest on the
slope; I called them "The English Sisters." I would drink tea with them
and talk about the weather. They got along well and rarely quarreled. In
the event, it wasn't a quarrel but merely polite disagreement. My time
with them was proper and distinguished, too, as any impressionable
youth might imagine a meeting with British trees to be. There was a
broken family of liquid ambers—a mother and a son. I called the son
"Nap", and I called the mother "Nap's Mom." Nap slept a lot. I often
had to wake him in the middle of slumber to speak with him. Luckily,
it never bothered him; I suppose I was good company. I was never
as close to Nap's Mom as I was to him. As with most young friends'
mothers, the relationship would consist of, "Hi, how are you doing
today? I'm fine, thanks." And it would never really go beyond that.
Today, Nap is gone. He got sick, and his leaves stopped coming back
after one winter. I still wonder if that's why he slept all the time. Then
there was also a pine tree named Grumpy, who was into tough love,
and two laurel trees that I simply called "The Twins." I don't remember
much about them except they were young identical twins. They were
not as cordial as the English Sisters.
It's been a long time since I talked to the trees on the slope, a
sort of slow dissipation of contact as I became interested with other
things and left my childhood behind.
I think I might have tried to talk to them a couple of years ago,
but it was not the same. With the fading of childhood comes the fading
of magic and the ability to use it. We can still believe in the Illogical
as we grow, but we lose the ability to assimilate that world into our
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own. Somewhere in us, it is still there: that thing that would let me
think that a bucket of water with purple berries from the bushes in the
front of our house is a bubbling witch's brew, or that made it alright
to wear a flower pot on my head as a witch's hat. That thing inside is
so buried by "real" ideas and opinions on politics, that it's very hard
to get anywhere near it. For me, to access the Illogical, I have to be
listening to music and doing something somewhat mindless to dip into
that world of the unreal and, yes, magical. But, even then, it is difficult
to project this into life. More often, it just stays inside and can only see
the outside through some sort of artistic representation.
Take a moment and find THAT place. That place that makes
berries and water witch's brew and allows trees to talk to you freely.
Maybe think of something you used to do when you were little that
seems harder for you now—hard enough that there's a nostalgic ache
in your belly with the memory of how easy it was then and how far
away it is now. If I had any talent in magic anymore, I would move my
lighted hands to your eyes and make you see. You would feel the ache
in my heart and we could be children again... for children, who are
whatever they want to be, the world is whatever they want it to be.
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Poetry

A Change
The sweet aroma of milk porridge
Fills the room where my sister and I sit
On small chairs, tapping the table
With little silver spoons.
Eat your breakfast, our mother says,
Drawing flowers and faces with red jam
On the buttery steaming surface
Of the porridge in our bowls.
I don't want porridge, I whine, I hate it.
I'm not hungry, my sister wails.
Then, avoiding our mother's stern gaze,
We push our pretty bowls away.
Months later, after a German air-raid,
Our train stops at a rural railroad station.
We jump down from the box car
And follow our mother to a tiny market place.
She walks barefoot, grasping her sandals,
To trade them for any kind of food.
Some black bread and a few boiled potatoes
Is all she could bargain for. Oh, so good!
Don't inhale your food, sister, I say,
Keep it longer in your mouth. Look.
I tie my bread in the corner of my kerchief
And nurse it, savoring its sweet and sour juice.
Decades later, in a world of abundance,
I go to a market—a house of riches.
I leisurely stroll down the aisles,
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Having no need to trade shoes for fruit.
When I leave this enchanted palace,
I carry bread and potatoes in a brown bag.

—Galena Segal
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Contrite
While words dashed like daggers from my lips
I couldn't tell the end from the start
And as you sat there unequipped
I wasn't aware that I shattered your heart
And as soon as the lexis was sent
It was too late to ask for their return
For I stood back to repent
The depths inside me only burned
Every minute felt like an hour
As I watched our friendship collapse
I knew that I had been awfully dour
From then on, our lives would relapse
I made you relinquish and lose all hope
For that I am ashamed
But for now we try and cope
You try to take the fault, but I'm the one to blame
And on our friendship I slowly tied the noose
I know apologies have no use
All we have are photographs to show what we had
I know it's useless, but sorry is all I have
to give

—Danielle Clement
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Fiction

Dare
— Carl Hargreaves
Walking around back, I can see Brandon's bucked-tooth
smile from across the junkyard as he waits anxiously for me to hop
the fence. He knows that I can't back down now, and if I do, I will
be hearing about if from him until I'm on my deathbed. As I get into
position, I can hear Brandon start to whistle and yell, trying to make
himself as noticeable as possible.
A frenzy of barks suddenly arises from behind an old car, and
instantly, a dog bolts across the yard towards Brandon. Watching the
dog run towards Brandon, I am astonished by its sheer size. This is
"Bear," and everyone within a five mile radius of this yard has heard
some variation of story about this dog. Until this moment, I had
discarded the rumors; however, my skepticism fades as I watch the dog
race towards Brandon.
To call Bear just a dog is like saying Attila the Hun was just
some Mongolian guy. Bear is like no animal I've ever seen before.
Muscles bulge from his Herculean frame as he lunges towards
Brandon, and with each pounding contraction of his hamstrings,
ripples pulsate throughout the surrounding skin. Bear stops only a few
feet away from Brandon as the chain wrapped around Bear's neck
tightens to jerk him back.
I try to overcome my fear by focusing on my goal: I must
hop the fence into the junkyard, snatch the hood ornament from the
old Mercedes that rests in the middle of the yard, and then hop the
fence back out. However, no matter how hard I try to concentrate, my
mind keeps repeating stories I have heard about Bear. The voices of
my classmates echo in my ear canal, saying, "I heard once he ripped
this burglar's face right off'; "He bites through bone like you bite an
uncooked spaghetti noodle"; "Police never found the bodies because
he ate them whole"; "He is half wolf, you know." These myths clutter
my head, making me all the less certain of my ability to escape from
the beast.
I look once more at Brandon as he shouts at Bear from behind
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a chain link fence and decide now is the time to do this. Slowly, I start
to climb up the makeshift fence, which is composed of smashed cars
stacked atop one another, gently shifting my weight from side to side
in order to make the least amount of noise possible. As I get to the
top of the cars, I take one last look out across the somewhat serene
junkyard before dropping down, trying to absorb this one moment of
peace before the imminent chaos.
As my feet thud to the ground, the weight of my own falling
body forces me down to one knee. I immediately burst into a sprint
for the Mercedes, realizing there is no possible way my entrance into
the junkyard has gone undetected by Bear. As I break into full stride, I
try to focus on each foot as it hits the ground. Looking up at the hood
of the car in front of me, I can see Bear beginning to turn towards my
direction. Fear engulfs me as I reach to snatch off the hood ornament
and make eye contact with Bear.
In Bear's eyes there is intense emotion that I have never before
seen. A sort of unadulterated rage glows in the very essence of the
animal, an emotion that would engulf the earth if it could. I only meet
eyes with Bear for a split second, as my arm yanks off the Mercedes
logo, but in that fraction of a second I feel like I understand everything
about Bear. Hatred consumes this beast, and in its soul lives only
thoughts of violence and pain. As I watch Bear lunge towards my
direction, I know he has every intention of killing me, not because I
had entered his junkyard but rather because he could. In Bear is a hate
for all living creatures and a desire to destroy everything he comes in
contact with. Bear is the demon that guards the fire of hell, gleefully
stabbing his pitchfork down into anyone who tries to escape the blaze.
It is at this moment that I realize my life depends on me
making it over that fence. I turn my back to Bear as I race towards the
fence. I know the beast is catching up behind me, but I can't look back
because it will only slow me down. As I run, my mind waits for Bear
to sink his teeth into one of my legs; I know the animal is somewhere
close behind me about to snap his jaw onto any muscle he can get
to. I approach the fence and jump as high as I can, rolling across the
top hood of the crushed car and dropping down into the safe ground
outside the junk yard.
Relief fills my body as I pant for air. I sit upwards, expecting to
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see Bear come to a halt behind the fence. But Bear never stops. I look
at the dog as he comes toward the wall full stride. I am overcome with
horror as I realize Bear is going to jump the barrier. I sit frozen with
fear. I had expected that Bear would give up the chase after I had left
the junkyard. But, looking at the animal, I know its anger has filled it
so much that it will never willingly give up the chase. A lust for blood
has overcome Bear, and as he jumps into the air over the crushed cars,
I close my eyes in fear, stretching my hand in front of my face for
protection in anticipation of Bear's weight crushing me.
And I continue to sit, looking into the blackness of my own
eyelids, waiting for Bear to land atop me, waiting for Bear's teeth
to sink into my skull, waiting for my face to be torn into pieces,
waiting to die and to feel unadulterated wrath. Suddenly a whip-like
snap echoes through the air. I sit there with my eyes closed for a few
seconds until I realize there is no heavy weight from Bear holding me
down on the ground. I open my eyes in confusion, wondering if I have
already died or if time has just stopped. Then I see his body hanging
lifelessly down from the stack of crushed cars. His head has snapped
back, the spine dismembered by the chain collar around his neck. As I
watch the carcass gently sway from side to side, I yell across the yard
to a dumfounded Brandon, "That's exactly why I hate playing truth or
dare."
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Personal Essay

The Brown-Eyed Stranger
—Isobel Santos
There are times in my life when I do everything I can and still
fail, and there always will be. All I can do is sit and watch as my story
unfolds. When the curtain drops at the end of this show called life,
who am I to expect congradulations for a job well done? Where am I
supposed to rest and breathe after a tiresome day? The audience will
have fled for their evening tea and the doorkeeper will be closing the
gloomy theater, but I will still be standing behind those velvet curtains.
I do not regret these moments in my life; in fact, I am proud of them.
Like photography, every snap and flash of the camera is a moment
trapped in time: imprinted and permanent as the memories I have.
Each moment in my life is picture perfect. As I go along, I will look
back and proudly say, "I did it." This life is my canvas to paint with
whatever color I want, but I can never erase what I have done.
These are the permanent, irreversible marks by which I
instill my memories. It is an artwork etched by time, painted by
my experiences and smoothed by adversity. It is not a struggle for
perfection; I am living my life as it goes and being myself. I am
constantly searching and asking. With nowhere to go and no one to
follow, I do not let myself fall into tragedy. Like a kite that rises high
against the wind, I push myself to stand up and fight to continue living
and breathing. These lessons I have learned are the scent of my past, a
ghost who will never be forgotten and who will always haunt me. My
dreams push me to travel beyond my imagination and into my even
wilder dreams. The tears I have cried will forever be turned into ice
and placed into my jar of memories. My failures will be footprints in
the sand—washed away and forgotten. At the end of my every fall, I
pick up the broken pieces of my self, stitch them together, and walk
like I have never walked before. This is the beauty of my life in a
bottle.
The fog engulfed the horizon as the full, heartbreaking moon
failed to hide itself among the thin, tranquil clouds. Only the cry of the
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evening bird could be heard from afar, calming and mysterious. My
mom was in the living room, her beautiful brown eyes fixed on our
soup-stained sofa. Her eyes. They used to be so passionate and fiery,
but they had turned cold and dead. Like a lamp that ran out of oil, her
olive skin had drained to a ghostly color. I was in my room painting
a picture that I would regret a year from then. I looked down at my
hands smothered in red paint. The color went well with my fingernails,
which were sloppily painted black.
I looked in the mirror. Not liking what I saw, I grabbed my
black sweatshirt and walked out the front door. It was freezing, as it
was late December. I didn't know what time it was and didn't care.
I walked down the empty streets. The cold air pierced through my
skin and lungs, stinging my whole body and making me numb. I kept
walking. I let my feet drag me to a place unknown. When I looked
up, I found myself in the community park. It was so quiet that it was
almost eerie. Dew-strewn grass crunched beneath my feet, disrupting
the silence. I could feel the eyes of the trees watching me as their
branches rustled with silent anger. I sat in one of the swings as a rabbit
scampered away from me. With my eyes, I followed him as he ran to
his mother's secure embrace. I relived the moments when I found out
that my parents were separating— how I'd lost my grandmother two
months before, and how I had rebelled against everyone and hated
them so much—even myself. I had turned into someone that I didn't
even know anymore. I didn't like the war paint I wore.
My eyes began to sting though I kept telling myself I wouldn't
cry. But I found myself on the wet ground, grasping the innocent
grass with tears continuously rolling down my face and watering the
already dew-soaked grass. I could feel no cold anymore. A rage of
fire drowned me inside. It seeped through my skin, radiating enough
heat to defrost the now serene trees surrounding me. No longer
able to breathe, my chest was bursting with emotions of fear, anger,
loneliness, regret, disappointment and denial. But if I let it burst, it
might have wiped out the whole place. I broke down for the first time
since we'd moved eight months before from the Philippines. I felt
weak and depleted. I placed my now sallow hands onto my face. I
didn't want others to see my tear-drenched face, especially my mother.
I wept and wept until I felt numb without any emotion—empty and
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transparent.
Then I heard crunching in the grass. It was frantic and swift,
as if hunting something or someone. I darted behind a tree, trying to
silence my sobs and heavy breathing. But my heart was pounding so
hard that anyone five feet away would still, no doubt, hear. I buried
my face in my trembling hands and waited. I could feel the stranger
breathing heavy and fast, standing in front of the tree where I was
hiding. Then I felt a hand touch mine. As I looked up and saw those
familiar hazel-brown eyes looking into mine, I realized something: I
got my eyes from her. It was my mom. She wrapped her arms around
me as if we had been separated for a decade. I broke down in her
presence. I felt like a weeping child longing for her mother's sweet
lullaby. We were there until the fog cleared. No words came out of
either of us because we both knew that, in that silence, we were one,
and no one could break us apart. It felt as if time had stopped until my
mom whispered in my ear, "Let's go home," and I followed.
The soft rays of the moonlight bathed me and cleansed my
whole entity, leaving everything behind with the fog as it slowly
disappeared into the horizon— sealing away the secrets of the night.
I felt as light as a dandelion dancing gracefully in sweet air. The
dew and tear-strewn grass sparkled like diamonds under the bright
moonlight. One of the diamonds was mine; another was my mom's. In
the morning, everything would evaporate into nothingness, and the sun
would ascend upon blood-spilled clouds.
I looked at my mother's eyes, which sparkled melodiously as
stricken by the light of the lamppost. I knew then that I was ready. I
was ready to start a new beginning. I knew that I was safe. I learned
one thing that night: no matter how deeply buried I am in hopeless
despair, there will always come a light that will show me the way
back: a light from those bright brown eyes.
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Poetry

Sleeping Unaware
Another night, medicine
They say I'm paranoid
They say I'm delusional
They say I'm schizoid
Another night, drugged
Here they come, at days end
The church, its revelation
They are not my friends
Another night, raped
By the men and women
Are they all Episcopal?
It's happening again
Another night, hypnotized
Is it a political party?
Analyzing simple information
Does it go to D.C.?
Another night, medicine
It makes me comfortable
I slowly close my eyes
And now I'm not in trouble
—Andrew Levy
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Fall to Pieces
—Lauren Dunn
I can't tell you when this story began. It will never be clear as
to when or at what age I unknowingly began fighting the battle that I
will most likely never win. Unlike most wars on my battlefield, there is
only me, and when I begin to lose, I fall to pieces.
I can clearly remember the first time I wanted to escape, and
by escape I don't mean run away from home or break loose from the
fierce hold of my brother's grip when we played. I wanted to leave
my body behind me. My mood had changed as quickly as the summer
disappeared, and fall filled the air with dry wind and the ground with
fallen leaves. I lost interest in the things that once made me happy and
searched for a way to muffle the emotions inside of me. I replaced my
hobbies with destruction. I did not know what was going on. I did not
understand it, and I wouldn't come face to face with it for another few
years. I suppose I just expected to wake up and feel fine again, but
when my expectations were let down, I started my own treatment.
My treatment center was unlike most. There were no nurses
and doctors with their opinions of what my condition was and which
pill would fix it. Instead, there were kids my age drinking, smoking,
and partying. If I never slowed down, I would not have time to focus
on what was occurring inside me. I found happiness in a bottle of
booze. I didn't realize that I was fueling the fire and only making my
depression worse. By ignoring my feelings, I bottled them up. If you
do this, eventually, the cork will pop from all that pressure, and those
emotions will fill every pore in your body; every space inside you will
be infected with negativity. That is just what happened to me. The
negativity was fueled by the alcohol, and I was out of control.
I needed to find a way to feel in control again. So I began
scratching myself with sewing needles and safety pins. I graduated to
kitchen knives, and finally relied on exacto knives to release the pain.
I can not comprehend how an eleven year old girl discovered that
hurting herself on the outside would release pain on the inside. It was
the strangest thing; inflicting pain upon the delicate skin of my wrist
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never actually hurt. I would press the cold metal against my wrist and
wait to see the drops of crimson crawl out of my skin, never feeling a
thing. Tears would sting the wounds, but the pain that I felt within me
would subside. I kept my habit a secret, just like the thoughts that were
going through my head. I fooled everyone around me, hiding behind
a veil of denial. It wasn't until I was sixteen that I actually stopped
cutting.
I never cut my wrists thinking I was going to kill myself. I
knew those cuts were only skin deep and wouldn't actually puncture a
vein. At some point, I would go deeper to fight the pain. That day came
when I was eleven: a few months after I began the massacre on my
wrists, I had had enough. However, rather than asking for help, I tried
to take my life. I relied on a bottle filled to the rim with little white
pills to silence the noise in my brain forever.
By the morning, I had taken a few handfuls; the rest of the
bottle came with me to school. Behind the door of the bathroom stall,
I swallowed handful after handful until my tongue could not push
another pill into the back of my throat. I found my way to class and
stared at the blurry writing on the board. The weight of my own head
was too much to hold up, but I did not want to be marked absent; I
didn't want anyone to notice my vacant seat and wonder where I was.
Finally at home, I didn't say a word. I fell onto the couch, shut
my eyes and passed out. A few hours later, the force of my body as
it ejaculated the poison-filled liquid from my body violently tore me
away from unconsciousness. My body folded in half; the vomit rushed
up through my throat and poured out my mouth. I threw up until my
insides were dry and bare. My throat burned and I gagged at the taste
of the Tylenol that contaminated my tongue. I spent the next two days
in bed sleeping, throwing up, drinking water, and throwing up. I let the
thoughts plaguing me take over. I would have to try harder to ignore
them from this point on, so I could live a normal life.
No matter how hard I tried, I never found exactly what
"normal" was. I would feel fine for days. My mind would silence, and
the intense emotions that spun about inside me would just stop stirring.
Finally, I could see clearly, but it wouldn't be long before everything
went blurry again. Some days I would be able to hold myself together;
others, I would completely break down. For three years it was a cycle
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that only got worse as I got older. I never hit rock bottom, but I never
quite reached the top, either.
I have learned that once you have reached the top, there's no
higher you can go. There is only down, and it's a long way down, and
it's much harder to get back up than it is to go down. For the last eight
years, I have reached a few tops, but it was hard to keep myself up
there, and once I started to head down, there was no going back. It's
dark and lonely down there. Finding your way up takes everything you
have, and it is easy to give up.
My parents saw I was on the verge of giving up and finally
decided to take me to see a therapist. When I left her office, I felt
more hopeless than before. I had an "attitude," which she didn't like,
and she lashed out on me, cutting the last string that was holding
me together. When I left her office, everything seemed to be in fast
forward. I was angry, hopeless, and sad all at once. There were all
these emotions running wildly inside of me. Suddenly, everything
froze. Silence. The only noise that remained was the thumping of
my heart trapped inside my body. My breath grew heavy: in and out,
in and out, heavier, harder. Everything around me was frozen; even
my mind, my conscience, and my ability to rationalize had ceased. I
really didn't think it through; my hands were sliding across the smooth
wood of the nightstand, grabbing the pack of pills that were supposed
to help me. Without any consideration, I swallowed every pill, but it
wasn't enough. I rummaged through the cabinets to find something
more. I needed something strong, something poisonous. Extra Strength
Tylenol was the best I could find, and I took half the bottle. I laid down
for only a few minutes before my parents rushed me to the hospital.
At the hospital, they asked me question after question. I was
surrounded by stark white walls and disinfected floors. Since I was
still conscious, they did not pump my stomach. Instead I had to drink a
charcoal mixture. Each sip was worse than the last but if I allowed it to
come back out, I was getting a tube stuck down my throat. I spent the
night in ICU. Every hour, blood was drawn from my arm to monitor
my Tylenol levels. The IV pinched my arm and every movement was
a painful reminder that I had put myself in this mess. A gallon of clear
liquid, which filled the room with the aroma of rotten
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eggs, sat beside me. By morning, it had to be empty. Every time I took
a sip, I threw it up, so there was no point in forcing down the rotten
water, but I had to. The worst part wasn't the hospital, or the needles,
or the foul smelling liquid. It was coming home to my broken-hearted
family who just didn't understand what had happened to their little
Lauren. Their eyes, filled with sorrow, said "What have you done?"
Even though my dad was very hurt, he saved me from going to the
psychiatric unit, but he made me promise to talk to someone and to
try to cheer up. It wasn't easy. I wanted to lie in bed for the rest of my
life, congealed to the sheets. I couldn't face what I had done because
I didn't regret it. The only thing I regretted was that I was still alive to
explain what the hell compelled me to do such a thing.
Alive was the last thing I felt. I felt deader than before. I would
make attempts to gain the attention of someone, screaming out without
a sound, "Help me!" They never noticed. They never noticed the chair
and rope hanging from the garage rafters, the missing kitchen knives,
or the bottles of pills that had disappeared from the medicine cabinet.
Finally they noticed the rapid weight loss, the stale food that I had
quit eating, the long nights, and the bags under my eyes. My brother
noticed how my clothes hung off my frail body, how my bones stuck
out and my eyes sunk into my head. But they never said anything. No
one said a word. My parents knew my history, so it should have been
no surprise the day they found out I had turned from cutting myself to
getting high with my friends, exhaling white smoke behind my locked
door. The clouds of smoke that floated out of my mouth saved me. At
least, that's what I thought. I thought that this high was real and that I
had defeated the depression.
I remember the first time my friends and I got high like it was
yesterday. The spring air was fresh with a gentle breeze that made the
leaves on the tree slightly dance, and the warm rays of the sun sparkled
off the ocean. Ignoring the beauty outside, I paced back and forth,
pulling violently at my hair, trying to control the tears from forming
in the corners of my eyes. My mind was racing, and I felt as if I had
lost control of myself completely. I'm worthless, I'm hopeless, I'm
fat, I hate myself, I hate myself I hate myself My friend asked me if I
wanted to get high. At this point, I didn't care what it was as long as I
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didn't feel the way I was feeling anymore. I pulled myself together
long enough to open the door for my friend and to be handed the
glass pipe and small bag of crystals. For the first time in months, I
felt happy. That's where it started, the two year drug binge that at first
seemed like the answer to my prayers. Eventually, reality would sink
in and I would admit I had an addiction that was going to kill me. I
tried to quit, failed, and fell into a depression more intense that any I
had yet faced.
When I started using, I didn't realize it was going to make my
depression worse. At first everything was great, but after six months,
things changed. I couldn't stop doing it. I felt like killing myself if I
had to wait even an hour to get it. It had become a problem for me. I
smoked when I woke up, I smoked when I felt hungry, I smoked when
I got upset, I smoked before work, I smoked after work, I snorted lines
by myself, I snorted lines off toilet lids and bathroom sinks. I would
inhale six lines at a time, every thirty minutes, for no reason other
than boredom. I would hide in my room, in the bathroom, in friends'
bathrooms, anywhere just so I would not think of or face the problems
building inside of me. I tried to quit and felt more hopeless than ever.
So for the next year, I kept my habit a secret from everyone. It finally
came to the point where I couldn't handle it anymore. I couldn't stand
the constant headache and the irritability. I couldn't gag another time at
the blood that rushed from my nose or the pain I felt in my chest from
my heart pounding constantly. I had quit. I managed to stay clean for
six months. At first I felt great, but slowly my depression crept in and
grabbed hold of me. I lost all my will power, left reality behind me,
and went back to my old lifestyle.
After four months of leaving reality, I had to come back. It
was the hardest thing I have ever faced in my life. I slept for a week
straight. I had to miss school and work, and listen to the thoughts that
plagued my mind. For a month, I consistently thought about suicide;
I hid bottles of sleeping pills and pain pills in my room. I thought
about it everyday. Finally I decided to see someone. I was prescribed
a medicine called Abilify. For the first time since my depression had
occurred, seven year before, I was given a diagnosis.
Type two bipolar disorder was the diagnosis the doctor gave
me. She helped me pick the right medicine, explaining every detail of
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the disease and telling me how bipolar people turn to drug and alcohol
abuse as a means of self medication. She gave me the pros and cons
of each medicine and allowed me to choose which I thought was best
for me. Abilify changed my life. Before I had tried many medications,
but none had worked. Suddenly my mood swings were under control.
I wasn't tired and irritable anymore, and I could start to learn how to
handle everyday stress as well as deal with my problem in a positive
way. I have been on Abilify for six months now. Although I do struggle
sometimes and find myself lost and confused, I feel more grounded. I
have realized that I do not have to fight my disease and that I can live.
I can succeed. I just have to learn how not to let it defeat me so I won't
fall to pieces.
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Fiction

El Futuro del Brujo
— Michael Kelsey
When I woke up, the radio was playing this latino beat that
mixed inadvertently with English rap. "Stupid CholosI said. I was
awake; I was alive. I'd rather be asleep and dead. Every corner I took
there was my father waiting to slap me in the face. He always warned
me of this and that, and it seemed every choice I made turned out
to be just the way he described. I would have been more hopeful if
everything that had happened turned out to be worse than he predicted.
I could have at least said he was wrong.
I turned across the bed and grabbed my cigarettes, Camels—
sweet to smell, but sour to smoke. No matter how addicted they got
you, they couldn't make the taste appealing. The ubiquitous warning
sign on the hard pack caught my attention this morning: "Smoking
may cause lung cancer, emphysema..."
I slipped on my work boots, an old stained shirt and a pair
of feathered blue jeans, then walked out the door-the sun piercing
my eyes as the dimness of the apartment faded into my short term
memory.
I jumped in my modified Corvair and pulled out of the
driveway. The sun was bright that day. I saw the sunshine, but
it couldn't register because I was trapped in a serious bout of
melancholy. "Why was it always on the sunny days that I got
depressed?" I thought. The clear day posed no distraction as I turned
on to the 1-5.1 suddenly realized my window wasn't all the way up
and almost let my heart jump out of my throat. I shut it and continued
accelerating. I typically went 145-155 mph on the freeway, and even
then, my classic Corvair could barely handle the short fifty mile drive
to work.
The cracks in the road were particularly dangerous, and the pot
holes could be fatal. I had no dashboard computer to scan the unseen
roadway. "Oh well," I thought, "if you're not living for something,
what's the point in driving like you are." I felt differently that day for
some reason, but I couldn't pin it down.
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Eight and one-half hours later...
The slow, daily drudgery of work had ended, and I was on my
way home. I decided to stop at a gas station and fill up my tank before
getting on the freeway. I had just been paid and it always seemed the
easiest to fill up then. I pulled into the cheapest station I knew of.
"Fifteen dollars and fifty-two cents a gallon. Not bad," I mumbled to
myself as I pulled to a halt. "Prices are goin' down again. Good news,
good news."
The lot was empty and I had no trouble finding a pump. I got
out, paid the attendant, took off my gas cap, and started pumping.
Then, I noticed a red warning label placed inconspicuously on the
side of the pump: "Consistent exposure to gasoline is known to cause
cancer in laboratory animals..." I topped off and lit a cigarette—the
last one. My pack was always empty at the end of the day.
I felt lonely; I felt death. I hated that feeling.
I drove off towards the nearest brothel in town.
"Nearest," I murmured. "Whatever happened to towns just
having one brothel?" I was getting old, me and humankind together.
I pulled up in front of the red lights flashing: Sex, sex, sexo,
sexo.
I walked in. The girls smiled; I didn't smile back. I secretly
hated them. They controlled me; every one knew me by name, yet they
smiled and acted as if I controlled them when I was there. They were
the lotus and I was Ulysses' crew. I couldn't break free, but I didn't
have to smile about it. "Funny," I thought, "I usually don't consider
that." I walked upstairs with one of them. The dark feeling was closing
over me as my heart began to race—all the same old feeling.
We were alone up in the room; still, I felt lonely. I felt old
age consuming my flesh like Dhamer. The girl took off her clothes.
"Please don't do that," I begged silently without giving even a whisper.
We both got on the bed. I stared at her body, noticing the tattooed
mark right above her thigh: "Warning! Sexually transmitted diseases
may cause severe illness and even death." The government regulated
everything now. You'd have thought the bureaucratic soothsayers
would make enough money to fix the roads.
"God bless America," I thought. More freedom; more
problems-it was my curse since adolescence.
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The funny thing was these warning signs had never made me
think twice. I was too desensitized to them, or maybe I just plain didn't
care.
First HIV, then herpes, and what was that new one they had?
The kind homos and kinks got: where the anus swells up to the size of
a football. It had some monstrosity of a name. I guess it hadn't been
around long enough to coin a catchy phrase, like AIDS or the clap.
"Europe," I thought. "It wasn't enough that they hate us even when
we're helping them. They have to pass their sex germs over here, too."
I looked at the girl's marking. "How much longer 'til they slap
a bar code on your forehead?"
"You didn't read the news?" she whispered.
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Personal Essay

Vinegar Joe
— Gloria Brown
I was told they were fighting in these strange places to keep
me safe after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. That date, December
seventh, was carved into my mind as I sat in my grandfather's living
room beside a Zenith radio, listening as the orange dial spoke words
I barely understood. Our President was talking and he said, "Today
is a day that will live in infamy." At that moment, I looked up at my
grandfather to watch a tear roll down his cheek. It came as a shock to
see my grandfather cry, and although I did not truly understand the
words spoken, I knew that life was changing.
It was a time when my uncle Eddie went away and left my
Aunt Rosie in tears. She got a job and he reported for duty to a war
being fought in the Pacific. My Uncle Joe disappeared, too, going
to Texas to learn to fly planes. My other uncle went to Fort Knox,
Kentucky to do something with the artillery, whatever that was.
Grandma was rolling bandages at the local church. We learned
to duck our heads under the table at school and everyone turned the
lights off when the sirens rang out at home. Dad would don his Air
Raid Warden's hat and make sure the neighbors did not have any lights
showing on our block.
My job was to collect rubber bands and write letters to my
uncles. I wrote every week. I would receive letters back from Uncle
Joey and Uncle Aaron, but I did not receive many answers from Uncle
Eddie. Mom explained that he was fighting a war and might not be
able to write but that I should keep sending him letters to make sure
that he wasn't lonely.
In those early months, the war was not going well, and I
remember how worried my parents and relatives were, especially Aunt
Rose who now would appear at our house regularly and spend time
with us. She would talk about a general in the army who was called
Vinegar Joe, but his real name was General Joseph Stillwell. Aunt
Rosie said he was in charge of Uncle Eddie, and she worried that even
the general did not think the war was going well. She said that not only
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was she lonely for Uncle Eddie, but that he must be even lonelier and
that my writing to him was important.
One day, as I sat down to write another letter to my Uncle
Eddie, I thought about the general and wrote a letter to him that said:
Dear General Stillwell,
My name is Gloria Bogart, and I am eight years old. I am
writing to you because I think maybe generals get lonely, too.
My uncle is with you fighting for our country, and I know that
he is lonely so far away from us. We miss him and I hope you
will take good care of him while he is with you. I hope you
both come home soon.
Yours truly,
Gloria
Imagine my surprise several weeks later when I received a
handwritten note from "Vinegar Joe" that said:
Dear Gloria,
You are right. Generals do get lonely, too, and it was so nice of
you to write and remind me of what we are fighting for. It is to
make sure that nice little girls like you get to grow up safe and
free. It is lonely being far from home, and I am sure that your
Uncle Eddie truly enjoys your letters. I will do my best to try
and bring him home safely to you.
Affectionately,
General Joseph Stillwell
I kept that letter for years, until it was destroyed in a fire along
with all the pictures of my family, and my Uncle Eddie who did indeed
come home safely from the Pacific. Although his comrades in arms
may have called the acerbic tough speaking General Joe Stillwell,
Vinegar Joe, I know better.
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Fire Upon the Lake
Seeking for clarification while
wading in waters fouled
and enshrouded with misdirection.
Ripples and splashes destroy
the tranquility and unveil
the filth from under;
all the while the fire
burns upon the lake.
Pushing against opposition
with clenched fists and
rambling minds; poised and
ready with a response of NO
while only searching for YES,
as the fire burns upon the lake.
Risking a future that may not be
for everything is at stake.

—Ryan Weaver

Personal Essay

Why Not
—Chris J. Russell
After working what seemed to be the longest eight hours of my
life, all I wanted to do was go home and watch T.V. So I flipped on the
tube and turned it to Channel 7 to catch the end of the weather report.
"Due to a new swell from the South Pacific, we are expecting waves
to be breaking six to eight feet tomorrow. The best beaches' breaks
could be larger." My eyes became the size of quarters as excitement
rushed from my toes to the back of my neck. It felt as though I could
run a marathon, and all my worries from work disappeared. In that
very moment, I felt my phone vibrating in my pocket. It was my good
friend and body-boarding buddy, Joey. With eyes like an eagle and
the face of a Jack-O-Lantern, he was only known to worry about two
things: big waves and a new swell.
"Hey, what's up?" I said. He asked me if I'd heard the surf
report and was wondering what I was doing the next day. I told
him that I had nothing planned and that we should surf the next day
because of the new swell on the horizon. Of course, he was way ahead
of me. Joey was already planning to go to the Wedge with a few of
my other friends, Spencer, Mike and Bennet. My heart jumped up to
my throat. I took a big gulp and said, "The Wedge?" After thinking
of everything I'd have to do to prepare for the next day, I finally said,
"Why not?" That was the beginning of how my life almost came to an
end.
The Wedge, in brief description, is located at Newport
Harbor right next to a jetty that faces directly south. When a swell
of significant size comes from the south and hits Orange County, the
Wedge is the place to be. The wave is a combination of a side wave,
created by the first wave hitting the jetty, which merges with the
oncoming wave to create a "Wedge" shape. The Wedge is known for
producing waves in excess of twenty to twenty-five feet, making it a
fun but also very dangerous shore break.
The next morning came early as we had to leave at 4:40 a.m.
just to get there before the crowds. Before that day, the biggest wave
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I'd ever surfed was only about eight feet high. So this day added a
little fear to my excitement.
After a forty-five minute drive up Pacific Coast Highway, we
finally arrived. Mike was talking about how it would be fun if there
was no one there and we were able to surf by ourselves. Spencer and
Bennet were in some argument of who was going to catch the biggest
wave while I was stuck in my thoughts. Was it going to be as big as we
hoped it to be, or was it going to be the worst decision of the year?
It was still dark out when we parked on the side of the road
next to a charming two story house. The walk to the beach felt like
twenty minutes when, in all actuality, it probably took five. Spencer
and I were in the middle of a conversation when we were interrupted
by a loud rumbling and then a crash sound. We looked at each other to
see which of us would flinch first. We knew the surf was big because
we couldn't even see the waves, yet we could hear them. This was
going to test all of us to see who really had the balls to catch a wave.
We scrambled back to the car, in a rush to put on our wet suits
and grab our boards. We could see a few other cars starting to arrive—
all of which were packed with people. With all of our surf gear on, we
headed back to the beach to get our first glimpse of the Wedge. Trying
not to seem afraid, but rather determined, we walked in a group to the
water's edge.
"It doesn't look too bad," Joey said. With only a dozen or so
people out in the water, I had to agree. So we sat on the sand to put on
our fins and stretched to prevent cramping. Joey was the first in the
water, followed by Mike and then me. Spencer and Bennet decided
to watch for the first set to come in. Immediately upon touching the
water, my fingers became icicles. The water temperature was in the
high fifties, and with the morning offshore winds, it made for some
pretty chilly conditions.
Once I was in the line up, a surge of accomplishment ran
through my body just because I'd paddled out and sat where, at any
moment, a giant monster of a wave could have come to eat me. At that
precise spot, hundreds of surfers alike have hurt themselves, died, or
caught the best waves of their lives.
I watched as the first few waves went by. "This isn't going
to be that bad," I thought. "Heck, I'm not even afraid anymore, just
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anxious about catching my first one." I looked to the shore, trying to
convince Spencer and Bennet to come out. That was the first mistake
in a sequence of bad moves I made that morning. For, when I was
looking to shore, the first sets were starting to move in. One of the
most important things to do while in the lineup is to keep an eye out
for approaching sets. That way, you can paddle out far enough to either
catch it or get out of the way. Joey and Mike were already paddling
out into position while I was watching the forming crowd on the beach
start to cheer and get ready for the behemoth to approach. I turned
quickly and found that I was the only one on the inside. It was decision
time: Do I try to catch this small wave in to wait out the set, or do I try
to paddle out? Making my second bad move that morning, I decided to
try to paddle to the outside.
As I cleared the top of the small wave (which was about eight
feet high), I could see Joey and Mike about twenty yards ahead of me,
both still paddling out. At that moment, I knew I was in the wrong
spot. If they were still not far enough out, what chance did I have of
making it to where we needed to be? Thousands of thoughts began
to swim through my mind. Was the next wave going to be fifteen, no,
twenty feet? Should I turn and try to paddle towards the shore? As I
reached the top of the final wave before the set, I was stopped in my
tracks by what I saw coming toward me.
One deep breath after another was all I could focus on. I tried
to stay relaxed and calm, knowing it would be over before I knew
it. The mountain of water stacked higher and higher upon itself. My
body seemed to shrink in size from the massiveness of the wave that
had begun to connect with the oncoming set. My heart was in my
throat and beads of cold sweat were dripping down my face. There
was nothing more I could do but wait for the wave of doom to plow
through me like an avalanche. By the time it finally reached its full
potential, the wave had become the size of my house: over eighteen
feet tall —most of the shore spectators would say later that day.
Amazed that I had been caught on the inside but knowing I was
going to get munched, I could hear Spencer yelling from shore at the
top of his lungs for me to take off my leash. Luckily, I did, because the
force of the wave could have easily ripped off an arm. I took my last
gasp of air and headed for the bottom of the ocean.
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The first few seconds consisted of me swimming downwards.
Then the force of the water hit my feet and spun me around. It felt
as if I was in a washing machine, getting flipped, spun, and pushed
toward shore. Ten seconds... twenty seconds... yet still the water was
churning and throwing my body in every direction. I began to worry
if it was ever going to let up. Now thirty seconds had gone by, and
my lungs began to feel as though they might burst. I needed air and I
needed it soon, so I started to fight the surge of water. Flailing my arms
and legs, and not knowing which way was up, I started swimming in
one direction. Luckily for me, it was the right one. Almost to the top, I
knew not another second could go by without oxygen. I burst through
the gap between life and death into the freshest air I had ever tasted.
The wave had pushed me close enough to shore so that I could
swim in without anymore of its punishment. I got to my feet and ran
to the dry sand where I sprawled out on my back. Spencer and Bennet
rushed to my side to see me smiling. They asked what I was smiling
about because I had almost died out there. I turned and said, "I'm
smiling because I can't wait to go back out there." They let out a big
laugh and a sigh of relief. The rest of that day was one of the best surf
sessions of my life.
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Personal Essay

The Pool
This story is dedicated to my first American friend, Mr. Mark R. Rehe.
— Bijan Bijari
The babe is lying down two lounge chairs away from me, by
the pool...looking like a statue, or a piece of sculptured marble, or
an idol made of beige alabaster, with veins thinner...no... softer than
violet silk, and with this olive bikini and jet-black sunglasses...she
looks even more naked than Eve.... She's the spring breeze...full of
an aroma that must have been forgotten, but now remembering it is
pleasant.
The turquoise surface of the pool is also dancing softly along
with this whisper of the breeze that's blowing with the music, this
harmonica of Bob Dylan and his tired, raspy voice broadcast from
the invisible speakers maybe hidden among the evergreens, flowers
and bushes of the surrounding little gardens... Baby Blue and the
babe beside me is now beginning to play with soft and rhythmical
movements of her long fingers on her lounge chair handles as if she's
stroking a piano keyboard in dreams.
Parvaneh calls to me with her hand when leaving the apartment
building's office. I see her little smile and her way of tilting her neck,
assuring me that she has seen the babe beside me.
"You've forgotten again and especially today!"
She holds our apartment keys in between the fences, looks
around and says, "O.K. So, my honey is having fun! That's why he
wished to lie by the pool. Huh? Tell me the truth, honey; did you have
a date with this peach?"
Parvaneh is wearing the same jet-black glasses as the babe's.
She watches me smiling and says, "What beautiful weather! What a
paradise! Don't you think so? Hope you choke on it..."
She laughs again, this time louder and points at the other side
of the pool. "I told you...like a delicious peach."
I take the keys from Parvaneh. She says, "Just remember that
the house carpet will be wet until the evening, and the bedroom will
take longer to dry than the rest of the apartment. You know, you can't
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win it all, honey, but if you'll be frank with her, you'll tell her to take
her slippers off at the door."
She laughs and continues, "Have fun. I'm not jealous."
Then she changes the subject. "By the way, don't forget to
grate the onions in the meat. I took it out of the freezer for dinner. Goli
is supposed to pick up the cake on her way home. Good for you not to
have to go to work on such a beautiful day."
Then, she reminds me, "In addition to Bobby, two or three
couples, Goli's classmates, are invited to her twenty-first birthday
party."
Then, she adds louder, "Hey, I was saying what a beautiful day!
Isn't it?"
Then, she says to the babe, "Hi, neighbor."
And now, waving at the babe still lying on her lounge chair
on the other side of the pool, Parvaneh says, "Everything is beautiful,
today, you know? The sun, the water, yes, everything."
It's surely her, the babe, who replies. I turn around. Yes, it
is the babe who is now waving with her right hand at Parvaneh and
drinking from her glass in the other hand.
Parvaneh says again, "Hope you choke on it!"
I turn around once again. "I've passed that age, my love."
And I walk toward my lounge chair. Parvaneh goes to sit
behind her car's steering wheel. She waves again at the babe and me
with the same smile at the corner of her lips. She drives her car from
the carport to get to work as soon as possible.
On the table, next to the babe's hand, are two large Pepsi cups,
which she has filled with beer. One is fizzing, but she picks up the
other cup to finish it to the last drop. I drink my cold coffee and am
about to light a cigarette. I take the pack of cigarettes and lighter to
move far away so I won't bother her with the smoke, but she jumps
out of her lounge chair and says, "If you have an extra, please give
me one. I'm Lisa. Don't worry. Today is my day. I'm celebrating it by
myself. If you have an extra..."
Then, again, "Don't worry! From today on, I can purchase
cigarettes and beer. Yeah.. .there was supposed to be a day that Lisa
would be twenty-one."
She takes a cigarette and returns and lies down again on her
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chair. She has matches. I lie down, too, and light a cigarette. The same
music and sound is repeated—the same Baby Blue. Who is this singer
singing to? To himself or his Baby Blue? I can hear him in my mind:
"...You must leave now, take what you need, you think will last.
But whatever you wish to keep, you better grab it fast..."
Lisa says, "She's right. It's truly a beautiful day. Yah, especially
if you're almost drunk, and it's not even noon and Lisa wants to
celebrate her birthday."
There is nobody around. Is she talking to me? But, she's still
looking straight forward. You can hear the harmonica, and Lisa,
holding the cigarette between her fingers, is playing the melody on her
chair's arms again. I pick up my coffee. She turns toward me and asks
at last, "How about a beer?"
The singer is still singing:
. .All your seasick sailors, they are rowing home.
All your reindeer armies are all going home.
The lover who just walked out your door
Has taken all his blankets from the floor.
The carpet, too, is moving under you..."
"Well, how about a beer? How about it, really?"
And I say, "No, thanks."
She shows me the cup full of beer. Still lying down on the
chair, she follows the circles of smoke with great pleasure and says,
"Don't worry."
How many times have I heard that today? But, this time, Lisa
moves her head away from the top of the lounge chair to unzip her
sports tote, which is filled with canned beer, and when I say, again,
"No, thank you," she asks, "How can I continue to ask you for more
cigarettes, then?"
I take out a pack of Marlboros from among the junk in my bag
and put it on the table next to the dictionary and my Charles Bukowski
collection, called Hot Water Music.
"Don't worry at all. It's not important."
We both laugh and stare straight ahead.
The white and lavender petunias from this side of the pool
inspire peace and relaxation, and a kind of harmony that is sort of
natural —not the kind brought by the weekly care of the crippled
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gardener.
To unite with such a sight and lengthen the joy of such a
discovery, should one get a little drunk and prolong the tune of this
harmonica in mind along with the pleasure of such a joy? Could one
admire these two little gardens, which are half a meter higher than the
stone pavement and are surrounding the two sides of the building's
front door as if they are blooming out of the heart of the wall? Pure
white petunias, trimmed with violet squares, garnish the green blanket
of grass in a wide rectangular panel. Yes, these two symmetrical little
gardens —surrounded above by hallways, rooms, and the manager's
office with their tall, spotless, shiny glass windows.
The melody of the harmonica...and that voice:
. .Leave your stepping stones behind, something calls for you.
Forget the dead you've left, they will not follow you.
The vagabond who's rapping at your door
Is standing in the clothes that you once wore.
Strike another match, go start anew
And it's all over now Baby Blue."
Now, a party of gold bees flying behind us passes through the
tables and chairs next to Lisa and me and, for a few moments, play
around the width and length of the pool, close to the surface of the
water to get to the two little gardens facing us, to complete the sight
of these petunias. Then, Lisa takes another cigarette from the table
without asking for permission and turns to light it with a match, which
doesn't work, and tries again, and finally the third time, she lights the
cigarette and then asks, "Did you see that? Isn't that strange? Right
today and right now. They had to show up right now! Really, today,
these bees?"
And, in the circles of smoke in the sun, the bees above the
petunias look like spinning silk in the shimmer of the glass windows of
the manager's office.
I say, "Isn't it strange that our Golnaz also is going to be
exactly twenty-one years old, today?"
"That lady?" Lisa asks.
"Who?" I ask.
Lisa says, "The lady who said that it was a beautiful day."
I explain to Lisa that Parvaneh is my wife and Goli is our
IOQ.
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daughter. She turns to my side and brings her hand straight forward
while resting her elbow on her lounge chair's arm and says:
"My name is Lisa."
So she doesn't remember that she told me her name just a few
minutes ago.
"My name is Babak, and I turned fifty-three six weeks ago."
I move my chair closer to her and shake her hand.
She laughs and shows off her teeth's whiteness. She takes her
sunglasses off and, while holding them, points at my face.
"Why doesn't Parvaneh or your daughter tell you that if you
shave your mustache, with such white healthy teeth as yours, you'll
look twenty years younger?"
Again, she stares ahead where Christine, the apartment
manager, is now opening the blinds in her office. In the light and shade
that the sun has made with the slow moving shadows of surrounding
trees, and in the midst of the diamond glare of the bright glass
windows of Christine's office, the bees seem visible and invisible as if
in the sky, above the petunias, shiny silver pins glimmer in the sun.
"Do you want to say that your daughter's sign is bees, too?"
Lisa asks. She laughs, this time louder, and adjusts her sunglasses on
her nose.
"No, she likes butterflies. The white ones."
"Does she have the butterfly tattoo, like me?"
I'm sure she means the bee tattoo that I haven't seen. I explain
to her that our Goli had small and big stickers of butterflies, the white
ones, on her telephone book, notebooks, bedroom wardrobe mirrors,
pillowcases, and even her toilet seat cover. Her bedroom's walls are
also covered with butterflies made by her from fabric and lace.
Now, Christine opens her office windows and says, "Hi, Babak.
What a beautiful day! Hi, Lisa? By the way, Parvaneh's hair had a
beautiful color today, and I told her so. Enjoy the sun, alright?"
She doesn't wait for the response and closes her window.
Lisa says, "I bet that you're Persian. Isn't it strange and
especially right today?"
She's still looking straight ahead.
I say, "Do you think I'm Persian because I can't pronounce
"th" correctly?"
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"No, my first boyfriend's name was Babak. You know, there
are many Persians here...yeah."
Now she reaches under the table to pick up a Heineken and
drink it to the last drop. Then, she stands up and gets a cigarette from
the pack on my table.
"'Bee' in Farsi is 'zanboor', which means blond woman also."
She says.
When Lisa sees my astonishment, she says that Babak had
taught her only this word. Again, the first match doesn't work.
"Why aren't you drinking with me? We're friends now, aren't
we?"
"I've quit drinking for some time now."
She asks, "You mean, forever?"
"No, of course not!" I add that my younger uncle quit drinking
whenever he wanted in the hope of experiencing the pleasure of
getting drunk for the first time again.
Lisa laughs. "Well, how long did his quitting usually last?"
"It varied. For example, ten days, two months, but the last time
took three years, and that was a month before his death."
"What made him start again?"
"I don't know. He said when the time comes..." Using the
words of an unknown Persian writer, I explain that one day this desire
for drinking wine would certainly kill me and would do probably the
same to her as it did to my uncle. I get up to light her cigarette.
She asks, "Don't you think that on a beautiful afternoon like
this, it's your turn, and your time is up, too? You see, we still have a
lot."
And she shows me the sports tote under the table. Then, while
softly dancing, she goes forward, sits on the edge of the pool, and
moves her feet up and down in the water. She puts the beer beside her
and sends circles of smoke to the sky. Now I can see a tattooed yellow
bee on her left shoulder with its blue background.
Baby Blue, yes again...so, this is Christine....She has turned
the tape recorder on. This time, the music is interrupted by the bangbang of the tennis ball of my neighbor's eight year old daughter. Yes,
it's her...getting closer to the pool fence. I often hear this noise when
I'm in my room without seeing her; her presence is there from early
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in the morning 'til late in the evening. I can hear the sound, bangbang, again. She just walks around and plays with her tennis ball.
She's hitting it to the ground, grabbing it a couple of steps further
in the air, and again. She's a foreigner, too. I've seen her elder sister
watching after her from a distance, sometimes talking kindly to her in
Spanish and caressing her hair softly as if playing the strings of a harp
in dreams, but I have never heard her say a word. Maybe she doesn't
speak any English. She usually answers my "hi" with an interruption
in her playing and a vague look and sometimes a fading smile, and
then it is the same thing over and over again. Like this morning when I
saw her when I walked to the pool and Parvaneh had just left to get her
car from the parking area to park in front of the manager's office to go
to Christine to pay the rent.
Now, the little girl is close to the narrow grass, which has
separated the pool and stone pavement. Lisa turns toward me.
"I bet you're Persian, Babak."
She's joking or now the drunkenness has really done its job.
She repeats herself, saying the same things that she has said before in
another form.
"I bet if you shave this mustache of yours..."
And she softly slips into the pool. The little girl is now standing
on the grass, leaning against the pool fence on my right, watching Lisa,
who is walking toward us holding her hands like a bowl. There's still
some water in her hands and a small bee that's struggling. The little
girl laughs. Lisa holds her hands toward the little girl. The girl extends
her hands through the fence and softly strokes the back of Lisa's
hand. The bee falls on Lisa's slipper and tries to open its wet wings.
Now, the little girl has passed from the grass area and is standing on
the stone pavement still with the same fading smile and vague look,
staring at Lisa.
Lisa laughs, too, and says, "You know, I really don't like
mustaches...yeah... really. It's none of my business...yeah, none of
my business."
She lights another cigarette and goes to get her drink from
the edge of the pool. She returns to her lounge chair and lies down,
but a moment later she gets up to adjust the sun umbrella above her
chair and then, without asking me, adjusts mine, too. Suddenly, that
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aroma blows toward me, the one whose memory was so delightful
this morning. Repetitions of Lisa's hints and the stimulant blow of
this aroma bring a question to my mind: If Lisa knew the secret of the
whiteness and perfect order of my teeth, would she still have suggested
that I shave my mustache? Parvaneh knows. She remembered this
morning that my teeth no longer have the ability to bite tasty and hard
peaches when she compared Lisa to my favorite fruit.
Lisa has gone to the edge of the pool with a new can of beer
again. She's carelessly moving her feet up and down in the water, and
making circles of smoke.
I get up, stand beside her, and show her the dried leaves
floating on the surface of the water. I don't know if she understands
me. But, I explain to her that it's been years and that I'm not sure
where I really belong. I know I don't belong here and I don't belong
anywhere else.
Then I point at the dried leaves and say, "You know, Lisa,
dried leaves don't just fall into the water. First, they fall on the stone
pavement of the surrounding area of the pool or maybe on these cords
of the chairs and tables."
Lisa turns her head and looks at me skeptically, then she takes a
look at the glass top of the tables and stone pavement, puts her glasses
next to her Heineken, takes a deep puff of her cigarette, and stares at
the turquoise surface of the water.
"And it's the wind that softly slips them on the water to the
edges of the pool..."
Lisa asks, "O.K., then why don't you sit down?"
I continue, "And then you see there the two small leaves that
have become like boats for two bees and then later you won't see the
bees anymore. Maybe those leaves have turned to coffins for your
bees? You just see the leaves that are going to be mixed with the other
leaves in the middle of the pool..
Lisa says, "Yes, why not? Maybe you're right."
"You know, Lisa, I really don't know what it is. Is it the wind
or a breeze that takes all the leaves to the middle of the water all of a
sudden and makes them turn around and around on the water?"
"To be honest with you, I really don't know either." Lisa
responds.
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I have no doubt that Lisa heard all that I said. Suddenly, she
jumps out of her chair and runs toward the showers on the other side
of the pool. And, from here, the walls of the swimming pool only show
the depth of the water, three and four feet, and then in the middle, five
feet, then four and three feet, again. Is that it? What about the length
of the pool? When Parvaneh was saying Bobby has asked Goli several
times if her dad wanted to commit suicide by drinking that much!,
I was just playing with the words.. .length, width or depth with her.
When I get drunk, I recite Nima Yushige's poetry with a loud voice,
"I'm blue..." And I repeat this line over and over until Parvaneh says:
"Stop it, will you?"
Lisa is standing on the other side of the pool facing me now
while twisting her hair to get the excess water out. Meanwhile, a group
of ten year old boys arrives. One of them is holding a red plastic ball.
They're speaking in Spanish. It's clear that they don't have the key to
the entrance door of the pool. Lisa kindly opens the door for them, and
they all dive into the water loudly. I remember, "The Apaches, again!"
On afternoons when Parvaneh and I are at home, it's that same
noise that disturbs her, and she says to me, shouting: "The Apaches,
again!" This morning at breakfast time, when the ball playing of the
little girl started, Parvaneh reminded me: "Today is the day that they're
going to wash the carpet, and it's better if there's no disturbance
between 9 a.m. and 4 or 5 p.m. so the carpet gets dried when there's
nobody around." She explained: "I want the carpet that is full of wine,
shoe polish, and sauce stains to be cleaned, especially for tonight's
party." I told her that I'd go to the swimming pool and Jacuzzi since
they were charging us a lot each month for the pool facilities. Then,
Parvaneh said, "I'm glad I remembered that I should stop by the office
and pay this month's rent to Christine."
And that's why Parvaneh and I left together—I with my
swimming trunks on and a towel on my shoulder, a box of cigarettes, a
lighter in one hand, and my coffee in the other hand, and a bag with its
strap on my shoulder, carrying bottled water, a new pack of cigarettes,
and the series of short stories of a writer that I've been reading, and
my electronic dictionary.
I return to the table to get my stuff then take one of Lisa's
cigarettes. Happy birthday to you, Lisa, who became twenty-one on a
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fantastic day like this.
When I want to open the pool entrance door, Lisa says loudly,
"Well, you don't like to swim...right?"
I turn back and look at her sitting on the edge of the pool. She
waves at me with the same hand that is holding her glasses. I cover my
mustache with my right index finger and wave at her with the other
hand. Lisa laughs hard, puts her glasses on the edge of the pool, and
this time, waves at me with both hands, and jumps into the pool to get
the Apache's ball.
On the tiny route that takes me from the pool to my house, one
branch of the tree, with every soft breeze, puts its head of leaves on the
shoulder of the next branch, and with the next soft breeze, the second
branch on the first one, and then, there's a flock of crows that make a
loud noise "caw-caw". It's not clear if they're chasing each other or
the sun, which has somehow lost its rigor but is still spreading warmth.
When I open the apartment door, the soft sensation of the
old aroma of the soap from my childhood caresses my nose. I throw
my bag and towel by the door under the coat rack and go to the cage
of fake butterflies. In front of Golnaz's mirrored wardrobe, I fake a
smile. No, I don't know what I'm looking for between my lips and
my mouth. But, at the bottom of the frame of the mirror, I discover
a picture of my dad and me from my childhood. I find out that,
according to dad's handwriting below, the picture was taken forty-six
years and four months ago in the Shargh Photo Shop in Esfahan. In
the picture, dad is hugging me and I'm holding his right thumb tightly.
Both of us have parted our hair on the left side, and we're smiling at
the camera exactly like one another. Daddy's teeth under the mustache
that is above my purple lips now, are shiny, ordered and snow-white.
When and where has my Golnaz found this photo that I've lost for
centuries? Yes, centuries.
Translated by Sholeh Alizadeh

The Persian translation of this story originally appeared in Shahrvand
magazine, issue #966, February 2005.
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